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ABSTRACT
In 1855 and 1856, military surveyor Gouverneur K. Warren and his assistants produced
what was at the time the most accurate map ever made of the Missouri River. This series of
highly detailed sketch maps records numerous cultural features and an extraordinary level of
environmental detail, making it an invaluable resource for research on the history of the region.
This paper represents the first attempt to comprehensively interpret the content of these maps,
identifying the features recorded where possible and assessing the probability of archaeological
preservation of those not previously known. A subset of the recorded environmental data, from
roughly the Cheyenne River to the Cannonball River, is also studied by comparison with the
distribution of major archaeological sites from the preceding 150 years.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
From 1855 to 1857, military surveyor Gouverneur K. Warren, better remembered for his
later defense of Little Round Top in the American Civil War, was involved in a series of
expeditions to survey large sections of country near the Missouri River. The farthest reaching of
these expeditions was in 1856, when Warren led a party up the Missouri beyond the confluence
with the Yellowstone, also surveying the Yellowstone for some distance. This expedition
produced a series of highly detailed sketch maps, most of them by the hands of Warren's
assistants W.H. Hutton and J.H. Snowden. These sketch maps were executed with great detail,
and provide not only a valuable snapshot of the settlements and villages along the Missouri River
at this early date but also represent a source of environmental information unequaled in accuracy
by any earlier depiction. As such, these maps are a valuable resource for archaeologists,
historians, ecologists, and any others interested in the nature of this river before modern
damming projects altered huge stretches of it. This map series has never been published in its
entirety, and as a result has remained obscure and little referenced in past Missouri River
scholarship. A forthcoming atlas of these maps will be their first such publication (Callaway and
Wood forthcoming). The present work represents the first attempt to assess the content of these
maps systematically, identifying and discussing the many cultural features depicted (towns,
villages, forts, etc.) and analyzing a portion of the environmental information they contain.
Warren was born in 1830 and showed great aptitude and intelligence from a young age
(Jordan 2001). He became a cadet at West Point at the age of 16 and, after his graduation in
1850, was assigned to the Army Corps of Engineers (McClintock 1994). Warren was sent to the
Western frontier, where he served on a number of large survey projects, including large stretches
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of the Mississippi River. From 1853 to 1855 he was tasked to examine all the explorer's reports
from west of the Mississippi and determine the best transcontinental rail route, and in this
capacity began the first comprehensive map of the western United States (McClintock 1994). In
1855 he was directed by the War Department to travel to St. Louis and report to General William
S. Harney, who was leading a force into Nebraska to take revenge on the Sioux for the so-called
“Grattan Massacre” (Jordan 2001:16). Warren traveled upriver to Ft. Pierre, which had recently
been purchased from the American Fur Company, producing the first few sheets of the sketch
maps during this journey. On reaching Ft. Pierre, Warren surveyed the military reserve
surrounding the newly acquired fort, under orders from Harney. No further maps were produced
during this expedition, but Warren produced an official report of the region which was very well
received (Warren 1856), and which resulted in his assignment in 1856 to undertake an official
survey of the Missouri River for its whole traversable length. It was this expedition which
resulted in the maps to be discussed here. Warren also commanded a survey expedition of the
Niobrara River and Black Hills in 1857 and produced a final report of these three surveys
(Warren 1859). Warren's later life, though interesting, is not strictly related to the present work
and will not be summarized here, but a lengthy treatment is given by Jordan (2001), the most
recent of many works on Warren (e.g. Abbot 1884; Taylor 1932; Flanagan 1970).
The 1855-1856 sketch maps cover the course of the Missouri River beginning around the
northern border of Kansas and continuing without interruption some 40 miles into Montana
(Figure 1). The maps were, for the most part, drawn from the pilot house of a steamboat. As
Warren describes on the title sheet, the courses were taken with a prismatic compass and distance
estimated by assuming a rate of travel for the boat and timing the intervals between stops. Hours
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of arrival and departure are noted on the maps, and a dotted line indicates the path of the
steamboat. A few tributary streams were also surveyed for some distance, and these segments
were produced on foot, generally by Hutton. His report provides dates and other information on
these surveys (Hanson 1996). A remarkably detailed symbology is used throughout the sketch
maps to indicate vegetation and other land cover, with additional notations often added to
indicate tree species, age, etc. Many cultural features, such as towns, forts, and villages, are also
shown, and much of the present analysis focuses on these features. To aid analysis of depicted
features, the map series was georeferenced to the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps (USGS
Biological Resources Division 2002), an exercise which showed the Warren maps to be
remarkably accurate.

Figure 1. Portion of the Missouri River Recorded in the Warren Maps.
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The originals of the maps are held by the National Archives facility at College Park,
Maryland, cataloged under Record Group 77, Civil Works Map File, Q579, and have been
encapsulated to preserve their condition (Mincey 2011). This group of documents also includes
two large finalized maps which together show the entire surveyed stretch of the river and much
of the surrounding country, evidently prepared to accompany Warren's 1856 and 1859 official
reports, and a number of less formal versions of the same probably prepared as studies for the
final maps. Also included is Warren's 1855 survey of the Fort Pierre Military Reserve. High
quality reproductions of these maps were acquired in 2011 and form the basis for the present
analysis. Digital copies of these reproductions are included for reference in Appendix 3.
Additionally, both Warren and one of his assistants, Hutton, produced reports describing the
expedition in some detail. These reports are currently held by the New York State Library, and
are reproduced verbatim by Hanson (1996). Hutton's account is particularly informative, and
will be frequently referenced in the interpretation of the maps.

Earlier Expeditions
Interpretation of features shown on the Warren maps relies both on modern
archaeological and historic knowledge and on the accounts of previous visitors to these portions
of the country, particularly those visitors who produced maps. Many sections had been recorded
only a few times before the Warren expedition, and this is particularly true for the upper stretches
of the Missouri River, in modern North and South Dakota and Montana. Before discussion of
the content of the Warren maps, a brief overview of these earlier sources is appropriate.
How early European explorers may have penetrated as far as the upper Missouri is a
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subject of some speculation (Wood 2003:8–16, 21). However, for purposes of the present work
the earliest known European visitor to the area was the French trader La Vérendrye, who reached
the Mandan villages in what is now North Dakota in 1738 (Smith, G.H. 1980:54), as any
explorers who may have preceded him either did not document their travels or their accounts
have not survived. Indeed, it is implied in La Vérendrye's journal that other explorers had
reached the Mandans before him (Brymner and P. G. de V. La Vérendrye 1889). In any case, this
expedition was relatively brief, with La Vérendrye himself visiting only one Mandan village and
members of his party visiting a second. Two sons of this explorer made a more lengthy journey
in 1742, taking them as far south as the vicinity of modern Pierre, South Dakota, where they
buried a lead tablet claiming the region for France (F. La Vérendrye 1927:427). Remarkably, this
tablet was accidentally found in 1913 by a group of Fort Pierre youths (Schuler 1990:3). After
these early expeditions, patchy but regular trade between Europeans and various groups on the
Upper Missouri apparently occurred, and when the Frenchman Jacques D'Eglise arrived in the
region in about 1792 on behalf of the Spanish, he reported that the Mandans were in frequent
contact with British traders from Canada and that a Frenchman named Menard, also mentioned
in later accounts, had been living among them for some 14 years (Nasatir 1927a). Nasatir also
reproduces the testimonies of two men associated with the British activity in the area around this
time (Nasatir 1927b), and names other traders who apparently made the journey and describes
their routes (Nasatir 1990:93–96). These various accounts, though far from thorough and chiefly
concerned with trade, do hint at the distribution and activities of native populations and the
newly arrived Europeans.
Shortly thereafter, Jean Baptiste Truteau led a Spanish expedition up the Missouri on
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behalf of the newly-formed Missouri Company, whose objective was to reach the Mandan
villages (Nasatir 1990:87). Truteau's progress was slow, and he was forced to winter among the
Arikaras. He does appear to have reached the Mandans eventually, and to have been among
them in 1796 according to a letter by the Scottish explorer Mackay (Beauregard and Truteau
1912:16). More importantly, Truteau kept a fairly detailed journal, large portions of which have
survived (Beauregard and Truteau 1912; Truteau 1914), and separately wrote a “description” of
the Upper Missouri (Abel 1921). Practically contemporary was the expedition of James Mackay
and John Evans, again on behalf of the Spanish, in 1795. Evans traveled overland ahead of
Mackay, and the two men appear to have been on the upper Missouri until roughly 1797 (Nasatir
1990:106). Significantly, a substantial number of maps were produced during these travels, most
by Evans but one by Mackay, and this resource represents the first eyewitness maps of the area.
They are reproduced by Wood (2003), and show the locations of many villages and other
features on the upper Missouri. A related chart is the recently rediscovered 1795 Soulard map,
believed by Wood to have been prepared for the Mackay/Evans expedition (2003). It shows
many details of the continent's interior waterways and many native villages, including some
Arikara and Mandan villages.
An even more important account from roughly this time is that of David Thompson, a
Canadian explorer who visited the villages in the vicinity of the Knife River, North Dakota in the
winter of 1797-1798. This visit was recounted in Thompson's original journals and in a lengthy
narrative composed near the end of his life (D. Thompson 1916; Wood and D. Thompson 1977),
and provides, among other valuable information, maps and house counts for these villages.
Thompson was a skilled geographer and astronomer and took numerous readings of his latitude
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and longitude. This information has enabled the villages he described to be identified with great
certainty in the archaeological record (Wood and D. Thompson 1977). Furthermore, he was very
interested in the history of these groups and records their origin story and many other
ethnographically meaningful details.
Soon after this, in 1804-1806, the entire river was explored, described, and mapped by the
Lewis and Clark expedition, producing the first detailed depiction of the full river course. The
documentation they produced, both detailed journals and relatively accurate maps (Thwaites
1904; Wood and Moulton 1981), provide excellent firsthand observation of the distribution of
Native American villages and populations and early Euro-American traders. Many of the maps
they produced not only note the locations of villages and other structures but also indicate the
population in some way, by giving the number of lodges, number of warriors, etc., something
which had not been so systematically done before this point.
Obvious limitations exist in the use of this material or, indeed, any other historic
accounts. First, of course, though European or American explorers were relatively recent arrivals
in the region, their presence on the continent had profoundly altered native lifeways long before,
through the introduction of disease, novel plants and animals, and European goods (Martin and
Szuter 2004). As such, native populations at the time they were observed by the Lewis and Clark
party, or, indeed, by La Vérendrye, had certainly already declined sharply from previous eras,
and there can be little doubt that the introduction of the horse in particular radically altered the
lives of villagers along the Missouri. Furthermore, though the record keeping by the Lewis and
Clark expedition was relatively good, their maps are understandably sketchy and approximate,
with an inconsistent level of detail and many errors in some areas. Additionally, there are
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omissions in the extant material caused by the loss of original documents (Wood and Moulton
1981). Indeed, Wood and Moulton describe a series of rediscovered maps copied from now-lost
originals that expand the coverage of the surviving maps of the expedition, but note that errors
occur on several sheets, presenting further difficulties in using them. However, with all of these
limitations in mind, it is nevertheless clear that this documentation is invaluable for our
understanding of regional history and informs the interpretation below at several points.
Other explorers followed upon the Lewis and Clark expedition within a few decades. In
1832, the American artist George Catlin spent the summer on the upper Missouri, where he
sketched and painted many Native American individuals and scenes. Just one year later, the
German scientist and explorer Prince Maximilian of Wied, accompanied by the Swiss artist Karl
Bodmer and the prince's valet David Dreidoppel, arrived in the region as part of a two-year
journey through the interior of the continent, with the purpose of documenting native cultures
and local flora and fauna (Ewers et al. 1984:12). Maximilian's detailed journals and the
incredibly accurate sketches and paintings by Bodmer (compare Ewers et al. 1984, Figures 62
and 63) represent one of our most important sources of information from this period, all the more
so because they stayed in the area for some time, wintering at Fort Clark, North Dakota, in 18334, but also because the groups they documented were almost totally destroyed by a smallpox
epidemic only a few years later, in 1837 (Ewers et al. 1984:10). Their work thus represents the
last record of some of these communities.
Only a few years later was the 1839 expedition by Joseph N. Nicollet, who made a
government-sponsored expedition up the Missouri as far as Fort Pierre, South Dakota, and from
there overland to what is now Devil's Lake in eastern North Dakota (Wood 1993b:1). Nicollet
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produced sketch maps for this entire journey, and though less precise than the later Warren maps,
they are the first systematic coverage after Lewis and Clark. We know from Hutton's journal that
the Warren expedition carried copies of the Nicollet maps, as well as the Lewis and Clark maps,
as he refers to changes in the river course and other details since these previous depictions.
Though they were produced later than the Warren maps, it is also important to mention
the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps, the first truly accurate survey of the river. The
Missouri River Commission was created for the explicit purpose of surveying the river, primarily
with an eye towards navigability, and to make any improvements deemed necessary (USGS
Biological Resources Division 2002). One result of this project was a series of 83 highly
accurate maps covering the river in its entirety, and if projected correctly the maps show a
remarkably high correspondence with modern topography. These maps have proved invaluable
in the interpretation of the Warren maps, first and foremost because they were used as ground
control for the rough projection of the Warren maps into a modern coordinate system using GIS.
Many features depicted in the Warren maps were also still in place in 1893, allowing some
features to be identified with the help of this resource.
A similar resource is the General Land Office (GLO) maps, which were produced over a
wide range of years in different parts of the country. The GLO was established by an act of
Congress in 1812 for the express purpose of organizing existing land records and surveying
newly acquired territories, particularly the Louisiana Purchase (Huber n.d.). These surveys were
to be done using a new “rectangular” system, whereby the territories were divided into townships
6 square miles in size, oriented along principal meridians and baselines established beforehand,
rather than surveying from an arbitrary point by distance and compass heading. Each township
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was divided into 36 parcels of 1 square mile each. A total of 30 modern states were surveyed
under this system, including all of those through which the Missouri River passes. These states
were surveyed at different times, and the view these maps provide of the river is thus not a
temporally coherent one. For example, Iowa was surveyed from 1832-1859, before or roughly
contemporary with the Warren expedition, while the more northern territories were not recorded
until later years (P. Anderson 2008). Indeed, Rohrbough (1968:302) puts the end of the public
lands boom at 1837, noting that by 1841 the demand for public lands was about half what it had
been in the 1820s, when states like Arkansas, Missouri, and Illinois were being populated.
Nevertheless, all states covered by the Warren expedition were surveyed by the GLO at some
point, generally later but in some cases earlier than 1856. These maps thus provide a valuable
resource for comparison with the Warren maps, though generally speaking they show much less
detail.

The Archaeological Record
Discussion of many of the features recorded by the Warren expedition is informed by the
archaeological work of recent decades. Though there had been archaeological research
undertaken along the Missouri prior to the second World War (e.g. Strong 1940, see also Wedel
1947), the great reservoir building projects of the postwar years resulted in huge numbers of
surveys and excavations in the region, a salvage archaeology program ultimately synthesized by
Donald J. Lehmer (1971). These salvage projects resulted in the discovery of over 800 sites and
the excavation (to varying degrees) of over 200 within the Missouri basin. This work vastly
expanded our understanding of archaeological materials in the region, and the chronological
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sequence and naming conventions given by Lehmer were widely used in subsequent years. Of
course, it is worth emphasizing that, though the record of these salvage projects is impressive,
reservoir construction destroyed untold numbers of unrecorded archaeological sites, now forever
lost unless they are recorded in historic maps or aerial photographs, not to mention the negative
impact on the remaining native peoples in the region (Ahler et al. 1991:81–82). Archaeological
work has, of course, continued, but along the Missouri has been necessarily limited to the
unflooded portions of the river, like that between Lake Oahe and Lake Sakakawea, and to the
bluffs formerly along the edge of the river trench. Several sites have been the subject of quite
substantial and ongoing research, including the Knife River villages, now a National Historic
Site (Thiessen 1993; Ahler et al. 1991), Fort Clark State Historic Site, a trading post active from
1831-1860 with Mandan and later Arikara village components (Wood 1993a; Wood et al. 2011),
and Double Ditch, a very large Mandan village occupied roughly 1500-1780 (Kvamme 2008a),
to name a few (all in North Dakota). Such projects continue to improve our understanding of the
region's history, and the regional archaeological chronology has recently been revisited by Craig
Johnson (2007a). This work modifies the system presented by Lehmer (1971) based on more
recent research, and includes an excellent synthesis of the various radiometric and other dating
methods which have been applied in building the chronology. Many sites recorded in the Warren
maps are known archaeologically and, conversely, numerous sites recorded by the Warren party
have escaped recording by archaeologists, even in areas which have been surveyed. Perhaps
more meaningfully, features are recorded in many areas which are now flooded by dam
construction projects, precluding any possibility of recording them in the field. In some cases,
the Warren maps probably represent the only record of the structures or encampments they show.
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This underscores the utility of historic cartography in addressing archaeological questions, and
offers a powerful argument in favor of analyses like the present project.
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CHAPTER 2 - IDENTIFICATION OF CULTURAL FEATURES

Structure of the Analysis
Cultural features noted in the maps or in the written documents associated with the
expedition are arranged sequentially moving upriver, as they were encountered by the Warren
party, and have been numbered in this order for reference. They are presented in sections
according to the modern state or states in which they fall. Each site, or in some cases related
groups of sites, are identified where this is possible, known alternate names are given, and each
site is relatively briefly discussed. Sites appearing in the sketch maps are illustrated by figures
and an approximate location is given in decimal degrees north latitude and west longitude for
each based on GIS analysis, but it should be borne in mind that these coordinates are extremely
approximate and probably in error by as much as several hundred meters in some cases. The
modern condition of each site is also noted in the discussion, or the probable condition for those
sites that have not been identified archaeologically. This analysis is intended to discuss all sites
depicted or mentioned, though it may be that some small number of sites may have been missed.
Appendix 1 gives a summary table of the sites identified and their probable current condition.

Missouri/Nebraska
Feature 1. Unmarked Buildings near Tarkio River (N40.1639,W95.4461)
Coverage by the Warren expeditions begins near the current drainage of Winnebago
Creek into the Missouri, just north of the town of Rulo, Nebraska. These first sections are
exclusively in Warren's hand, and were executed by him during the 1855 expedition under
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General Harney.
The first cultural features noted are a pair of unmarked buildings on the Missouri side of
the river, in the vicinity of modern Tarkio River (Figure 2a). These buildings are most likely
homes, and the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps show a number of them in the vicinity
(USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). However, comparison of historic and recent maps
shows clearly that the river has meandered considerably in this area, and any evidence of these
buildings in the floodplain has probably been destroyed by this process. If these structures could
still be discerned archaeologically, it appears that these structures would now fall on the
Nebraska side of the river.
Feature 2. Story's Landing (N40.1716,W95.4595)
Also on the Missouri side and just upriver from the unmarked buildings is “Story's
Landing” (Figure 2a) This ferry landing is mentioned in a published list of post routes from July
2, 1855 as the terminus of a 40 mile route beginning at Whitehead (Root 1933). The next year,
the Missouri General Assembly (1856:109) authorized Heath and Stephen Nuckolls to keep a
ferry at Story's Landing “opposite St. Stephens,” with the exclusive right to keep a ferry for two
miles in each direction. The GLO survey of the Nebraska side was undertaken in 1855 and 1856,
and it shows two ferries side by side at this point, one called “St. Stephens Ferry” and the other
“Lewis Ferry” (Figure 2b). The first ferry at this location was started in 1851 by Stephen Story,
who lived on the Nebraska side and was an important early figure in that territory (Nebraska
State Surveyor’s Office n.d., see below). In any case, the landing is not noted as such in later
maps or documents, and it appears that it may have declined in importance as settlement moved
up the river. Notably, though the river has meandered substantially, the site of Story's Landing
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may have been preserved, and appears to be at least near and perhaps identical with a boat
landing located in what is now the Thurnau Conservation Area.

Figure 2. Feature 1. Unmarked Buildings near Tarkio River, Feature 2. Story's Landing, and
Feature 3. Unmarked building; St. Stephens; Stephen Story's House. Detail from Sheet 2 and
detail from 1856 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor's Office).
Feature 3. Unmarked building; St. Stephens; Stephen Story's House (N40.1655,W95.4637)
Located directly opposite Story's Landing (Figure 2a), this building is beyond doubt the
house of Stephen Story as shown on the 1855/1856 GLO map (Figure 2b, Nebraska State
Surveyor’s Office n.d.), as well as the town of “St. Stephens” referred to by the Missouri General
Assembly in 1856 and named for the same man. The written GLO surveyor's notes indicate “the
town of St. Stephens” in this location but state that they “do not connect with the lines of said
town,” as it did not align with the new GLO system (General Land Office n.d., Book 128:140).
At another point they again mention “Stephen Story's House” as a reference point on a survey
line (General Land Office n.d., Book 128:106). Stephen Story was a colorful character in the
history of the area, and he is well described by Cutler (1882). Story first arrived in the area in
1844 and built a cabin at this location, but was driven to vacate by hostile natives. After serving
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in the Mexican-American War and trying his luck during the California gold rush, Story returned
to this site in 1851, when he started the ferry noted above as Story's Landing. Shortly thereafter,
he and B. F. Loan founded the town of St. Stephens.
St. Stephens was to be short-lived. Indeed, a 1993 survey of historic buildings in the
county mentions it only briefly as a river town from the 1850s no longer in existence (Kay et al.
1993:17). Edwards (1917) collects a number of anecdotes from early settlers in the county, and
while many mention the town, ferry, or both, all references to them occur in the mid-1850s. That
said, these sources do indicate that St. Stephens served as a “principal market place” for fur and
hides in these years (Edwards 1917:727), but that the landing on the Nebraska side was “no
landing other than what nature had made” (Edwards 1917:608). Edwards (1917:199) further
notes elsewhere that the town was a successful trading post for a few years but was ultimately
absorbed by nearby Arago, evidently sometime in the 1860s. Indeed, Edwards (1917:599)
describes vividly a visit to the site in 1917 with one of the town's former residents, and only a
single house was standing at the time. The land which St. Stephens once occupied, set in a range
of low bluffs which protect it from river meander, is today in private hands and has not been
surveyed archaeologically, though the site is very likely preserved.
Feature 4. Thomas and Lowell (and other buildings) (N40.2281,W95.4815)
Only a few miles upriver on the Missouri side a cluster of four buildings is shown, with
the notation “Thomas and Lowell” (Figure 3a) Lowell was the site of a post office in the mid1850s, and Charles M. Thomas was the postmaster (Leech 1857:82). The settlement seems to
have been short-lived, as no later references can be found.
Any trace of these structures has certainly been destroyed by river meander, and this
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appears to have already happened by 1893 when, based on the Missouri River Commission map,
the bank had eroded away forming a large bar (USGS Biological Resources Division 2002).
Were they still standing today, the buildings would now be on the Nebraska side of the river.
Feature 5. St. Deroin; 25NH51 (N40.2696,W95.5567)
A structure is shown just upriver from Thomas and Lowell on the Nebraska side,
evidently a house (Figure 3a). The 1855/1856 GLO map of the area indicates two houses in this
vicinity, along with the town of St. Deroin, the St. Deroin Ferry, and the settlement of Joseph
Deroin (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). John and Joseph Deroin were the children of a
French Canadian trapper Amable De Rouins and his Oto wife, and they settled in this location in
the late 1830s (Farrar n.d.). The area was at the time part of the Nemaha Half-Breed
Reservation, a tract set aside for the many homeless of mixed white/native parentage. Joseph
Deroin opened a trading house in 1840, and a ferry was also operated at the site as shown in the
GLO map. The town of St. Deroin was laid out in 1854 by Joseph Deroin and others, but Deroin
was shot and killed by a white settler only a few years later in an argument in 1858 (Cutler
1882). The city grew and prospered into the 1870s, but the river began to flood portions of the
town and it was gradually abandoned, with the central core of the town vanishing around 1910
(Farrar n.d.). Some families remained on the former outskirts of town into the 1920s (J. R.
Bozell 1993). Figure 3b is a detail from a 1913 plat of the town reproduced by Bozell (1993),
showing portions lost to the Missouri by that time. All or nearly all of the original town was
ultimately inundated, though archaeological remains have been recorded at the site (J. R. Bozell
1993; R. Bozell and Nelson 2012). The school house, relocated to the bluffs, was used until
1944, and has since been restored by the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission (Farrar n.d.).
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The St. Deroin cemetery also still exists in the vicinity. Both are located in Indian Cave State
Park.

Figure 3. Feature 4. Thomas and Lowell (and other buildings) and Feature 5. St. Deroin;
25NH51. Detail from Sheet 2 and detail from 1913 St. Deroin town plat, from J. R. Bozell 1993.
Feature 6. Sonora (N40.4727,W95.657)
Near the modern town of Watson, Missouri, Warren records a small cluster of buildings
labeled Sonora (Figure 4a). A detailed history of this once-prosperous river town is given in A
History of Holt and Atchinson Counties (National Historical Company 1882:819–824). The
town was first laid out in 1846 but had only a single house at the time. It was incorporated in
1855 and was the site of numerous businesses over the following prosperous years, including a
large steam mill and several stores. The changing Missouri river course destroyed large sections
of the original town, and though it was never fully inundated the town was largely relocated with
the establishment of Watson farther from the river course in 1869 (National Historical Company
1882:825). The town still appears on the 1893 Missouri River Commission map, but contains
only a few buildings by that point (Figure 4b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002).
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Sonora is survived today only by its cemetery, surrounded by private agricultural land. The
Missouri has meandered away from the site, leaving the cemetery and any other remains that
may exist safe from that particular threat. It has never been surveyed archaeologically.

Figure 4. Feature 6. Sonora. Detail from Sheet 3 and detail from 1893 MRC map.

Iowa/Nebraska
Feature 7. Bennett's Ferry; Minersville; Otoe City; 25OT11 (N40.5898,W95.7805)
Warren here misspells the name of Bennett's Ferry, a small Nebraska town just north of
the Iowa border (Figure 5a). Warren shows the town on the Iowa side, presumably indicating the
ferry landing on that bank. This ferry is not shown on the GLO maps for Iowa (1847) or
Nebraska (1856), though the Iowa map does show a few houses in the approximate vicinity (The
University of Iowa Libraries 2011). The 1893 Missouri River Commission map shows the town
of Minersville on the Nebraska bank, but shows no indication of a ferry service (Figure 5b,
USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). According to Kay et al. (1992), a deed was filed in
1855 by Gideon Bennett to operate a ferry in this location, and the town seems to have been
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known variously as Bennett's Point or Bennett's Ferry. The name was later changed to Otoe City
and finally to Minersville in 1864. Richardson (2011:25) identifies this crossing as linked to
Nebraska City by wagon road, but states that it had no steamboat landing itself.
Any trace of the landing on the Iowa side has certainly been destroyed by river meander,
but the town site on the Nebraska side is protected by a range of low bluffs. No longer a town
today, the site includes a handful of buildings, most of them very recent and all privately owned.
In their 1992 assessment of historic structures in the county, Kay et al. do not record any
whatsoever in this location, and note it merely as a former town which no longer exists. The site
has not been examined for archaeological remains (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012).

Figure 5. Feature 7. Bennett's Ferry; Minersville; Otoe City; 25OT11. Detail from Sheet 3 and
detail from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 8. Nebraska City (N40.6732,W95.8452)
Nebraska City was founded on the site of an old trading post called Ft. Kearny, first
established in 1846 (Honebrink and Jansen 2010). The fort was active only two years, but one
John Boulware operated a ferry at the location for many years after, and this ferry, mistakenly
called “Bowles Ferry,” is recorded in the 1848 GLO map for the Iowa side of the river, with the
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fort also indicated (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011). Noble (2005) states that the old fort
buildings were still standing in 1854 when the territory was first opened for settlement,
encouraging an early town to form in the location, officially named Nebraska City in July of that
year. When Warren recorded the town in 1855, he showed five buildings on the Nebraska side
and three on the Iowa side of the river (Figure 6a). The 1856 GLO map of the Nebraska side
does not show buildings or a ferry, but it does indicate numerous agricultural fields in the
vicinity (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). The city grew very rapidly and was an
important steamboat port and outfitting point for wagon trains heading west in later years,
reaching its most populous level in the 1890s (Noble 2005). The city today contains numerous
recognized historic buildings and districts, including a number of buildings from the 1850s,
which are well summarized by Kay et al. (1992) and by Honebrink and Jansen (2010). In
contrast, the few buildings shown by Warren on the Iowa side of the river do not appear on other
maps or written sources, though the 1893 Missouri River Commission map does give the
notation of Eastport (Figure 6b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). A town of this
name is mentioned in a variety of official government documents from the period (e.g. Chief of
Engineers 1879), but seems never to have been heavily populated and disappears entirely after
1913. Though there is some possibility that some remnant of Eastport may be archaeologically
preserved, as this side of the river is still quite modestly developed, it has not been studied to
date.
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Figure 6. Feature 8. Nebraska City and Feature 9. Wyoming. Detail from Sheet 4 and detail from
1893 MRC map.
Feature 9. Wyoming (N40.7413,W95.8895)
This Nebraska town was chartered as a ferry site in 1855 (Wilhite 1986), not long before
it was recorded by Warren (Figure 6a), and was not officially platted until 1856 (Sklenar 2010).
It is not recorded in the 1855 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). This promising
site grew rapidly, and according to Wilhite (1986) boasted 80 houses and numerous businesses
by 1858. The town saw prominence into the 1860s, when between 1864 and 1867 it was a major
outfitting station for Mormon travelers en route to Utah (Sklenar 2010). In 1867 the town was
bypassed by the railroad, and its post office closed the next year. The town of Dresden was
briefly incorporated at the same site, but ultimately the site was abandoned entirely for the new
town of Wyoming, built a few miles west nearer the railroad (Figure 6b). This new town still
exists today. The original town site, generally called “Old Wyoming,” is preserved, though it is
privately owned and has not been studied archaeologically. Kay et al. (1992) record it as a
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former town no longer in existence, and though they do note a handful of historic structures in
Wyoming dating to the early twentieth century, this clearly refers to the newer town of the same
name. According to Wilhite (1986), a local historian in the early 20th century could find no
visible trace of the original town. No archaeological remains have been recorded at the site (R.
Bozell and Nelson 2012).
Feature 10. Unmarked buildings on King Hill (N40.9032,W95.83)
The more detailed coverage produced by the 1856 expedition begins at this point, and is
by the hands of Warren's assistants W. H. Hutton and J. H. Snowden. The two men did not
indicate which sections they produced, though according to Warren's journal Hutton was initially
the more expert of the two and taught Snowden how to sketch topography and take bearings
(Hanson 1996:119). The two men alternated on watch with the pilots and worked from the pilot
house of the boat.
The first buildings recorded are on a rocky bluff in Cass County, Nebraska (Figure 7a)
now called King Hill and called Calument Point in the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps
(Figure 7b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002), with a small group of buildings also
shown on the opposite bank. Neither the 1851 Iowa GLO survey nor the almost perfectly
contemporary 1856 Nebraska survey depicts any buildings whatsoever, though both do show
plowed fields in the vicinity (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011; Nebraska State Surveyor’s
Office n.d.). However, the field notes for the 1856 Nebraska survey are more helpful, recording
near this location a lime kiln, quarry, and “Jas. Gardner's claim cabin” (General Land Office n.d.,
Book 123:78). It seems likely that the Warren expedition, so close in date, was recording these
same structures in addition to others. Beyond this, we can say very little, as clearly no town ever
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arose in this location and the area has been much altered by modern rock quarries (R. Bozell and
Nelson 2012). No information has surfaced regarding Gardner. Archaeological work at King
Hill in 1970 identified a Native American burial site attributed to the Otoe-Missouria tribe,
25CC131, but this is almost certainly unrelated (National Park Service 1999). Any remains of a
settlement on the Iowa bank has been destroyed by river meander.

Figure 7. Feature 10. Unmarked buildings on King Hill and Feature 11. Unnamed town near
Rock Bluff. Detail from Sheet 5 and detail from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 11. Unnamed town near Rock Bluff (N40.9488,W95.8491)
Just upriver, north of the town site of Rock Bluff, Nebraska, the expedition recorded a
small cluster of buildings labeled “town” (Figure 7a). The 1856 GLO map shows only a single
house and cultivated field, that of Elias Gibbs, (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.), and no
further structures are recorded in the GLO field notes. Elias Gibbs was the first pastor of the
local First Baptist Church (Cutler 1882). Because of the many buildings shown in the Warren
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map, it is tempting to suggest that the expedition were recording the town of Rock Bluff (Figure
7b), noted on the 1856 GLO map and present into the early 20th century, and simply give the
wrong location, but there is no direct evidence for this possibility (Anon 1990). In any case, no
settlement in this location beyond Gibbs' cabin is known, but if the Warren map is correct the site
it shows is most likely preserved. Nothing has been recorded in this location to date (R. Bozell
and Nelson 2012).
Feature 12. Unmarked building; Rushville (N40.9606,W95.8281)
A single building is shown just upriver on the Iowa side, near where Keg Creek joins the
Missouri (Figure 8a). This is the approximate location of Rushville, a short-lived settlement
founded by Mormon pioneers in 1846 (Wortman 1975). Though the majority of the Mormons
continued their journey the next year, a number remained at Rushville, most moving to nearby
Glenwood in later years. The 1851 GLO map shows a field in almost exactly the same location
(The University of Iowa Libraries 2011), though it gives no name associated with it. A small
group of homes is still present today, but no longer bears any designation as a town. Rushville
has not been studied archaeologically, and indeed is mistakenly identified as occupying the same
location as Glenwood in the 2007 County Plan (Anon 2007). The site is most likely preserved
however.
Feature 13. Bethlehem; Sharpsburg (N41.0019,W95.8561)
The town of Bethlehem is recorded a few miles farther up on the Iowa side, and a single
unmarked building is shown on the opposite bank (Figure 8a). The founding of Bethlehem is
given as 1852 by Taft (1948), though it is shown as a sizable town in the GLO map made in
January of that year, suggesting a possible earlier settlement (The University of Iowa Libraries
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2011). Also in 1852, Joseph Sharpe applied for a license to operate a ferry at Bethlehem, though
he was evidently also the “previous keeper of a ferry at the same point” (State Historical
Company 1881:431), and the structure shown on the opposite bank may be simply the ferry
landing on that side. As another possibility, Taft indicates that a settlement called Otoe City was
established in 1854 three miles below the Platte River and opposite Bethlehem, exactly the
location of the unmarked structure shown in the 1856 Warren map. Note that Bennett's Ferry,
discussed above, would later be called Otoe City, but that it was not at this early date. The 1856
GLO survey of the Nebraska side shows no structures, but does indicate a field labeled “Kelly's”
in this location (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). In any case, Bethlehem was evidently a
prosperous town for some years and was later renamed Sharpsburg (Morton 1905:259). A
history of Mills County, Iowa from 1881 stated that Bethlehem had been washed away by the
Missouri and rebuilt east of the original site (State Historical Company 1881:514), though the
name appears on the 1893 Missouri River Commission map evidently northwest of the original
site (Figure 8b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). In any case, the town has vanished
today, but based on the present GIS analysis this was not caused by river meander but, if indeed
the river was to blame, perhaps by seasonal flooding, and the site may be preserved today. The
site opposite Bethlehem, perhaps once Otoe City, likewise may be preserved.
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Figure 8. Feature 12. Unmarked building; Rushville, Feature 13. Bethlehem; Sharpsburg and
Feature 14. Unmarked buildings; Plattsmouth. Detail from Sheet 5 and detail from 1893 MRC
map.
Feature 14. Unmarked buildings; Plattsmouth (N41.009,W95.8838)
The town of Plattsmouth, Nebraska is located nearly due west of Bethlehem, at a point
where the Platte River formerly joined the Missouri, but roughly three miles south of where the
rivers meet today. The first settler to arrive at what would later be Plattsmouth was Samuel
Martin, who received permission in 1853 to establish a trading post there (Cutler 1882). A few
additional buildings were built in the next two years, and a ferry was established in 1855,
perhaps identical with the ferry which had been run from Bethlehem for some years before (see
above). The city was officially incorporated in 1855, and reportedly had six buildings at the time
(Cutler 1882). The cartographic sources are oddly vague in recording Plattsmouth. The Warren
expedition show only a small unlabeled group of three buildings (Figure 8a), and the 1855 GLO
map fails entirely to show the town (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). However, the GLO
map immediately west of Plattsmouth shows a number of roads that are labeled with the name,
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and a notation on the extreme eastern edge of the map even indicates “Southwest Corner
Plattsmouth City,” though this had been corrected from “Southeast.”
The town grew rapidly after this point and by 1870 had nearly 2,500 residents (G. Miller
2005). Plattsmouth served both as a major river crossing for pioneers headed further west and
as a steamboat landing for travel and shipping on the Missouri. It later years, it would continue
in a similar role as a rail hub, serving as the Nebraska headquarters for the Burlington Railroad.
The 1893 Missouri River Commission map shows the city as a large urban center (Figure 8b,
USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). The town is still substantial and reasonably
prosperous today. Plattsmouth contains numerous National Register listed structures and its
downtown is a listed historic district, though very few structures survive from its earliest years
(Heritage Research, Ltd. 2004; Honebrink 2011).
Feature 15. La Platte (N41.0756,W95.8749)
This is the original and very short-lived town site of La Platte, mistakenly called simply
“Platte” by the Warren expedition (Figure 9a), though a notation off to the side in different
handwriting, perhaps Warren's, reads “La Platte.” The town was established in 1855 by General
W. Larimer and Colonel R. Hogeboom, among others, but was abandoned for higher ground in
1856 (Bangs 1887). With such a narrow window, it is remarkable that the town is recorded twice
in cartographic sources, by the Warren expedition and on the 1856 GLO map, which does not
show the town as such but does label “Gen. Larimer's House” (Figure 9b, Nebraska State
Surveyor’s Office n.d.).
Though abandoned because of flooding, this original town site does not appear to have
been destroyed by the Missouri, which has instead meandered away from it. On the contrary, the
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site is dry today, and may yet be preserved. The area has been heavily modified by modern
industry, however, and nearby Papillon Creek has been severely channelized, so any
archaeological remains of this short-lived town may have been lost in the process (R. Bozell and
Nelson 2012).

Figure 9. Feature 15. La Platte and Feature 16. St. Mary. Detail from Sheet 5 and detail from
1856 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor's Office).
Feature 16. St. Mary (N41.0924,W95.8298)
Wortman calls St. Mary “the town that vanished” (1975). It was established in 1836 by
Colonel Peter A. Sarpy, then in charge of the American Fur Company post a few miles upriver,
with a number of others. The town was apparently quite successful, and principally served the
needs of pioneers headed west. It is not recorded on the 1851 GLO map, though a few unlabeled
buildings are shown (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011). This is odd, as the town was quite
large by this time. The Warren expedition shows a small group of buildings, mislabeled “St.
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Mary's” (Figure 9a)
Like so many others, St. Mary was completely destroyed by the Missouri River.
According to Wortman, this occurred in the 1870s, and the only reference to it remaining on the
1893 Missouri River Commission maps is the name of the bend that it once occupied (USGS
Biological Resources Division 2002). The river has since meandered in the other direction and
the site is dry today, but we must assume that any trace of the town was lost.
Feature 17. Bellevue (N41.1382,W95.8875)
Bellevue was a very early settlement and the first city to be incorporated in Nebraska.
The story goes that the site was named by the famous explorer and fur trader Manuel Lisa, who
supposedly climbed the bluffs in this location and exclaimed “Belle vue!” (Bangs 1887). Some
have even claimed that Lisa built a cabin in the location and ran a fur trading operation, perhaps
as early as 1810, but as Sheldon (1919:55) describes, the evidence for this is scant. The first
solid record of Bellevue is in 1823, when a Missouri Fur Company post was located there by
Joshua Pilcher (Larsen et al. 2007:18). A federal Indian Agency was located in the town in 1832,
and it was visited in that year by the artist George Catlin and painted the next year by Karl
Bodmer (Larsen et al. 2007:20-22). A Baptist mission house was built in the town in 1834, and a
Presbyterian mission school was opened the same year (Cutler 1882). The town is recorded in
the 1839 Nicollet maps, which shows a group of structures along the bluffline, much as it is
shown by the Warren expedition, though Nicollet also shows some structures in the bottomlands
below the town (compare Figure 10a and 10b, Wood 1993b). Nicollet labels it “Belle View,” and
indicates the Indian agency, trading house, and Protestant mission. The 1856 GLO map is much
more abstract, giving the location of the town but little additional information, though it does
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show a large tract surveyed for the “Omaha Mission Reserve” (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office
n.d.).
Though the town was quite prosperous in these early years, with many businesses and
numerous pioneers and explorers passing through, it would later lose the battle to be state capital
to Omaha and be overlooked as a rail center (Sheldon 1919:57). However, this reduced political
and commercial success may have been a boon to those interested in the town's history, as a large
number of historic structures are preserved there, including a cabin from the town's earliest days
and an early mission (Mead & Hunt, Inc. 2003). Bellevue remains reasonably prosperous today.

Figure 10. Feature 17. Bellevue, Feature 18. Trader's Point; Point aux Poules, and Feature 19.
Unmarked Building at Long's Landing. Detail from Sheet 5 and detail from 1839 Nicollet map
(Wood 1993b:37).
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Feature 18. Trader's Point; Point aux Poules (N41.1553,W95.8711)
This small group of buildings roughly opposite Bellevue is not labeled by the Warren
expedition (Figure 10a), but identification can be made from other sources. This settlement is
shown in the 1839 Nicollet maps, and in that resource is labeled “Trad. House” (Figure 10b,
Wood 1993b). Wortman (1975) indicates that this trading house was established in 1823 by
Colonel Peter Sarpy, who was in charge of the American Fur Company operations at Bellevue
and expanded the operation to the other side of the river, calling the eastern settlement Trader's
Point. The site appears under this name in the 1851 GLO map, where Trader's Point is shown as
a sizable town with a ferry, presumably to Bellevue (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011).
Meyers indicates that Trader's Point served as a general rendezvous for numerous Native
American groups in the region to trade for European goods, and a sizable number seem to have
lived there (1911:23). Some other sources refer to the site as Point aux Poules, though it seems
that this may refer to a Native American village in this location rather than the trading
establishment (The Winter Quarters Project 2007). The Warren expedition do label the point
beside the town as “Chicken pt.” The town also boasted one of the earliest post offices in the
vicinity, established in 1849 and called Council Bluffs, a name that at the time referred to the
area generally rather than to the town now called by that name (see below) (Babbitt 1916:85).
The ultimate fate of Trader's Point is not well documented, but Sorenson (1889:15) mentions in
passing that it had been washed away by the Missouri by the time of his writing. Indeed, it does
not appear on the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps (USGS Biological Resources Division
2002) and though a scattering of homes exists in the general location today, it seems that the
original site may be lost.
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Feature 19. Unmarked Building at Long's Landing (N41.188,W95.8462)
A single unmarked building is shown just north of Trader's Point, on the Iowa side
(Figure 10a). This location is today called Long's Landing and is a public park, almost
exclusively remarked as a stopping place of Lewis and Clark in 1804, which they called “Camp
White Catfish” (Fifer and Soderberg 1998:46). The name Long's Landing is probably a
reference to Major Stephen H. Long, whose scientific party wintered not far north in 1819 before
embarking on the 1820 expedition to the Rocky Mountains, though no direct association with
this site is known (Carlson et al. 2004; Larsen et al. 2007:17). No sources suggest a likely
identification for the structure, and it is not shown on other roughly contemporary cartographic
sources. Based on the 1893 Missouri River Commission map, it had most likely been washed
away by the Missouri by that time and in all likelihood no trace remains today (USGS Biological
Resources Division 2002).
Feature 20. Kanesville; Council Bluffs (N41.2523,W95.8522)
The first settlement at what is now called Council Bluffs appears to have occurred in
1837, when a group of Pottawattamies, Ottawas, and Chippewas who had been displaced from
Illinois and Indiana were moved to Iowa, establishing a village at the site (Babbitt 1916:16). A
mission was established the next year by Pierre-Jean De Smet, and this mission is recorded in the
1839 Nicollet maps (Wood 1993b). This village was occupied until 1846, when a treaty
provided for the group's removal to Kansas, a move that had in fact begun earlier in advance of
the coming flood of settlers (Larsen et al. 2007:27). A large group of Mormon pioneers arrived
in the Council Bluffs area in 1846 on their journey to a yet-unknown western haven, and on
arrival they received a request from the US government to raise a battalion for the coming war
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with Mexico (Sorenson 1889:33). The Mormon leadership readily agreed and founded a number
of semi-permanent settlements while this conflict was under way. As a part of the agreement that
was reached concerning the battalion, the Mormons were unofficially allowed to cross the
Missouri and settle in what was at the time Omaha territory closed to whites, building Winter
Quarters at the future site of Florence (see below) (Kimball 1991). There were also the clear
advantages of military pay, a positive public image for the Mormon faith, and hundreds of
Mormons moved west at government expense (Larsen et al. 2007:31). The largest Mormon
camp of this period was established at the future site of Council Bluffs and was initially called
Miller's Hollow after a prominent Morman settler, but was changed to Kanesville in 1848 after
Thomas L. Kane, a non-Mormon who represented their interests in Washington and had thus
helped them in many ways (Babbitt 1916:17, Larsen et al. 2007:32). The population of the town
grew rapidly as it became the main Mormon settlement of its day, and reportedly had a
population of seven thousand in 1849. Most of these residents left to continue west in 1852, but
the town had been established and would continue to be fairly populous, benefiting in part from
its proximity to Omaha. Kanesville was resurveyed in 1852, and the decision was also made to
rename it in the wake of the Mormon exodus (Sorenson 1889:33). At the time, the whole stretch
of territory as far south as the Platte River was called Council Bluffs, after Lewis and Clark, and
the post office at Trader's Point (see above) was called by that name. The residents of Kanesville
chose to rename their town Council Bluffs City, in part to secure mail and immigrants directed to
the region in general and to their rival post office (Sorenson 1889:33). The “City” was later
dropped from the name, after the post office at Trader's Point was long gone.
Interestingly, the Warren expedition identifies the town as Kanesville, four years after the
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name had been changed (Figure 11a). They also indicate a boat landing south of the town proper
(visible on Figure 10a), and this landing is also recorded on the 1852 GLO map, which calls it
Council Point (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011). Babbitt (1916:7) reproduces an excellent
composite of the GLO maps in this vicinity. Council Bluffs remains a large and prosperous city
today and boasts a number of historic properties and districts dating to its early years (National
Park Service 2011).
Feature 21. Council Bluffs and Nebraska Ferry (N41.2493,W95.9143)
The Warren expedition records a ferry landing with a road leading to Kanesville,
immediately opposite Omaha (Figure 11a). The first ferry in this location was established by
William Brown, probably in 1852, when it ran to the then-unsettled future site of Omaha
(Sorenson 1889:41). This ferry was initially called the Lone Tree Ferry, supposedly after a single
tree near the landing on the Nebraska side. It is not shown in the 1852 GLO map, but was a
small operation if indeed it existed at the time. A much more substantial steam ferry was
established in 1854, and it is this “Council Bluffs and Nebraska Ferry” that was depicted by the
Warren expedition and is also shown on the 1856 GLO map of the Nebraska side (Nebraska
State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). This ferry is also shown on a number of roughly contemporary
maps of Omaha (Omaha Public Library 2003). Members of the ferry company were
instrumental in the founding of Omaha, staking the first claims and in many ways orchestrating
the town's development (see below) (Larsen et al. 2007:42–43). The ferry continued to be an
important business until the completion of the first railroad bridge in 1872. The site of the
landing depicted by the Warren expedition on the Iowa side is not preserved today, and it appears
that it was probably destroyed by later bridge construction in the same location.
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Feature 22. Omaha (N41.2601,W95.9287)
Omaha, labeled “Omaha City,” may be the most elaborately depicted town in the entire
series of sketch maps, with a large number of buildings shown and the “state house” drawn as a
large cross and labeled (see Figure 11a). The city had been founded only a few years before,
with the first claim made in 1853 by William Brown, who operated the Lone Tree Ferry to the
future town site from Kanesville (Sorenson 1889:43). The territory was not yet open to white
settlement but was still legally held by the Omaha tribe (Larsen and Cottrell 1997:7). A few
other members of the newly established steam ferry company (see above) also staked claims, but
this remained illegal and was on a very small scale. In June of 1854 a treaty extinguished
Omaha tribal claims in the area, and speculators quickly undertook a survey of the future town,
which was named soon after (Larsen and Cottrell 1997:9). Omaha was truly a “paper town” at
this point, with very few actual buildings but an elaborate street map designed to attract settlers
and investors and snare the territorial capital from the more established Bellevue. This it
succeeded in doing, as the first territorial governor died only two days into his term and the new
acting governor, Thomas B. Cuming, had landholdings in Omaha (Larsen et al. 2007:47–48).
The Council Bluffs and Nebraska ferry company can be said to have been almost
singlehandedly responsible for the formation and early success of the town, as it made the first
claims, encouraged new settlement loudly, and also provided the brick structure for the first state
house, built in 1855 for the first territorial congress. A much larger, more impressive capital
building was commissioned in 1855 and was to have been completed the next year, but
construction stretched into 1857 (Sorenson 1888).

It was this large capital building, incomplete

at the time, that was recorded by the Warren expedition. Two roughly contemporary views
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showing this structure are given in Figures 11b (Harper's Weekly 1869) and 11c (Omaha Public
Library 2003). The 1856 GLO map also shows this structure, along with the steam ferry and the
city boundary as then surveyed (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). The fight over the
location of the territorial and later state capital continued to be vicious, with Omaha politicians
successfully retaining it through diverse questionable actions well summarized by Sorenson
(1889). Omaha continued to prosper with the coming of the railroad, and though the capital
ultimately moved to Lincoln, the town is still large and populous today. The city contains many
recognized historic buildings and districts, though unfortunately all of its earliest buildings,
including both state houses, have long since been lost to development (Nebraska State Historical
Society 2011).

Figure 11. Feature 20. Kanesville; Council Bluffs, Feature 21. Council Bluffs and Nebraska
Ferry, and Feature 22. Omaha. Detail from Sheet 6, 1869 image (Harper's Weekly), 1867
photograph (Omaha Public Library 2003).
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Feature 23. Florence; Winter Quarters (N41.3326,W95.9643)
The town of Florence is depicted as a small group of buildings by the Warren party
(Figure 12a). It is today incorporated as a portion of greater Omaha, but in fact predates the
founding of that city. Florence was one of the first settlements in Nebraska, undertaken in 1846
before the territory was legally open to white settlers by an agreement between the recently
arrived Mormons and the Omaha tribe, who gave them written permission to remain for five
years (Sorenson 1889:24). There the Mormons built their Winter Quarters, a temporary
settlement constructed while the Mormon Battalion was serving in the war with Mexico. Under
the terms by which the battalion was raised, the government also gave unofficial consent to the
“illegal” settlement (Kimball 1991). According to Babbitt (1916:81), the Winter Quarters was
not the first settlement in this location, but was in fact the site of a former trading post still
standing when the Mormons arrived. This is corroborated by Nicollet, who shows both “Old
Lisa's Trading House” and Cabbane's Post in roughly this location in 1839 (Figure 12b, Wood
1993b). The former is Fort Lisa, a fur trading post originally built by the Missouri Fur Company
under Manuel Lisa sometime in the 1810s for trade with the Omaha tribe (Oglesby 1963:174),
and the latter was a competing post originally built in 1822 by the firm Berthold, Chouteau, and
Pratte (Nebraska State Historical Society 2011). Both sites are north of the modern town (Gilder
1908). Notations on the Warren map also indicate both Winter Quarters and Cabanne's Fort at
this site. In any case, the Mormons abandoned the Winter Quarters in the late 1840s and
continued their journey to Utah (Kimball 1991). When the territory was opened to settlement in
1854, the site of the Winter Quarters was one of the first to be settled (Florence Futures
Foundation 2011). The site was a particularly desirable one, with accessible natural resources
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and a hard, rocky river bottom which would be an ideal location for a rail bridge, or so believed
James Mitchell, the town's founder. Mitchell originally intended to name the town Rock Bottom
as a result, but was convinced by his wife to name the town Florence, after their first
granddaughter. However, because Omaha just to the south got and held the state capital in these
early years, when the railroad came it was there that the bridge was built. Florence remained a
small town, ultimately becoming a part of sprawling Omaha. However, this reduced commercial
success was a boon to the town's historic sites, and it retains a number of very early historic
structures, including a mill constructed in the Winter Quarters period and an 1856 bank building.
The town is also depicted in an 1856 GLO map, and according to this the town had a steam ferry
(Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.), also described by Morton (1905:207), though the
Warren expedition did not note this.

Figure 12. Feature 23. Florence; Winter Quarters. Detail from Sheet 6 and detail from 1839
Nicollet map (Wood 1993b:38).
Feature 24. Engineer's Cantonment; 25WN106
This well-known site does not appear on the sketch maps, and indeed it was almost
certainly not visible at the time, but it does appear on Warren's final 1855 map, no doubt because
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of its presence on one of his source maps. This was the 1819 camp of the scientific party under
Major Stephen H. Long, a small part of the much larger Yellowstone Expedition under Colonel
Atkinson, before they departed on the expedition which made them the first scientific party to
investigate the “Great American Desert” (Federal Writers Project 1939:50). After the 1820
abandonment of the camp, it was evidently not reoccupied and its precise location was forgotten,
though many, including Nicollet, give an approximate one (Figure 12b, Wood 1993b:38, Carlson
et al. 2004). Following intensive survey efforts by the Nebraska State Historical Society
beginning in 2002, the Engineer's Cantonment was relocated in 2003 and has had limited
excavation performed (Carlson et al. 2004). The former owners of the property, the Gibreal
family, generously donated the site to the Historical Society once its significance was
determined, ensuring its continued protection and study.
Feature 25. Old Fort Calhoun; Fort Atkinson; 25WN9
Though it does not appear on the sketch maps, possibly because it was too far from the
river, Old Fort Calhoun is included on Warren's final 1855 map. This highly significant site was
the location of the first American military post, or indeed major settlement, west of the Missouri
(Flint 2011:9). It was established in 1819 by the Yellowstone Expedition, and though it appears
as Fort Calhoun on an early map by Major Long it would become officially known as Fort
Atkinson, after the expedition's commander (Slader 2005). The short-lived fort would be
abandoned only eight years later, in 1827, in favor of Fort Leavenworth. The fort fell into ruins,
but in 1854, when Nebraska was opened to settlement, its site was claimed by one John Goss,
starting the town of Fort Calhoun. The town was a successful one, and still exists today. The
site of the original fort was turned into agricultural land, until archaeological work in the 1950s
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by the Nebraska State Historical Society generated renewed interest in the site (Flint 2011:7).
The Fort Atkinson Foundation was formed, which successfully raised funds to purchase and
preserve the site. The site was donated to the state of Nebraska in 1963, and over the following
decades was developed into an interpretive historical park. A replica of the fort exists at the site
today, and is open to the public as a living history museum.
Feature 26. De Soto; 25WN16 (N41.4983,W96.0559)
The town of De Soto was platted in 1854, the year the Nebraska territory was opened for
settlement, though no buildings were built until the next year (Cutler 1882). Thirty homes were
built in 1855 alone, and by 1857 the town had a population of over six hundred and numerous
businesses and saloons. The town's ambitious founders hoped to make it a “gateway to the
west,” operating a ferry, securing the county seat from 1858-1866, and promoting rail
development which ultimately fizzled (Nebraska State Historical Society 2004). The 1856 GLO
map shows the ferry service (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.), and both this and the
Warren map show the town near its peak. De Soto began to decline as many citizens left in the
1859 Colorado gold rush, and it was ultimately bypassed by the railroad in 1869. According to
Cutler (1882), at the time of his writing there were “not twenty people residing within the limits
of the former town,” and this appears to be a fair description of the situation today. The town
still appears on modern maps, but exists in name only and is agricultural land. Cutler (1882)
informs us that much brick was used in its construction, suggesting good preservation, and the
town site is indeed known archaeologically, as is the De Soto Mill, recorded as a separate site
(25WN501) (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012). The town site was partially excavated in the 1960s in
advance of highway widening, but the results of this work were never published.
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Figure 13. Feature 26. De Soto; 25WN16. Detail from Sheet 7 and detail from 1856 GLO map
(Nebraska State Surveyor's Office).
Feature 27. Steam Mill near Soldier River (N41.6228,W96.0371)
A steam mill is recorded near Soldier River in Harrison County, Iowa (Figure 14a). A
number of mills were in operation in the county by the time of the 1856 Warren expedition (see
Smith 1888; Walsh 2010a), and though few were steam operated at the time available documents
do not allow this one to be identified. Other sources, like Figure 14b, do not document this
structure. The site remains undeveloped today and is most likely preserved archaeologically.

Figure 14. Feature 27. Steam Mill near Soldier River. Detail from Sheet 7 and detail from 1893
MRC map.
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Feature 28. Cabin near Round Lake (N41.7554,W96.0829)
A cabin is shown in the vicinity of Round Lake in in Harrison County, Iowa. Walsh
reproduces the names of a number of early settlers of this township (2010b), and based on the
GLO sections he gives this may be the home of John Hendrickson, though this possibility cannot
be corroborated. This site has certainly been destroyed by river meander.
Feature 29. Unmarked building; House of Diedrich Fees (N41.127, W96.756)
A small unmarked building is shown roughly due west of the cabin discussed above, on
the Nebraska side (Figure 15a). Based on the almost perfectly contemporary GLO map, this was
probably the home of Diedrich Fees (Figure 15b, Nebraska State Surveyor's Office n.d.). This
building is also mentioned in the field notes for that survey (General Land Office n.d., Book
111:6). However, no information has surfaced regarding Mr. Fees. This site has been destroyed
by river meander.

Figure 15. Feature 28. Cabin near Round Lake and Feature 29. Unmarked building; House of
Diedrich Fees. Detail from Sheet 7 and detail from 1856 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor's
Office).
Feature 30. Houses at foot of bluff; Golden Springs; 25BT23 (N41.9478,W96.2304)
In a rural stretch of Burt County, Nebraska south of Decatur, the Warren expedition
indicated two houses at the foot of the bluffs some distance from the river (Figure 16a). These
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would have been off the map sheet had it been drawn to scale. The 1856 GLO map, while not
indicating buildings, does show “Golden Springs” in roughly this location (Figure 16b, Nebraska
State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). A 1939 guide to the state produced by the Works Progress
Administration identified Golden Springs as a natural spring along a former stagecoach road
where the stages would stop for water (Federal Writers Project 1939). A cabin was built at the
site in 1855 by German immigrant F. E. Lange, though carvings in the rock nearby supposedly
date long before this. According to the Ott brothers (1903:27-28), the names carved around the
spring once included a notation apparently carved by the Lewis and Clark expedition but which
has since crumbled away. A modern highway runs along the bluffs near this location today, as it
already did in 1939, but the site is otherwise undeveloped. The preserved site was recorded in
2008 (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012).

Figure 16. Feature 30. Houses at foot of bluff; Golden Springs; 25BT23. Detail from Sheet 8 and
detail from 1856 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor's Office).
Feature 31. House and cultivated field; probably the house of Theophile Bruguier
(N42.2712,W96.3151)
A house is shown in a rural area outside of Salix, Iowa, along with one of the few
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cultivated fields specifically noted by the Warren expedition (Figure 17a). The 1893 Missouri
River Commission maps show a number of homes in this location, on the bank of Sand Hill Lake
(Figure 17b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). Marks (1904:789–790) mentions in
passing that in 1854 there was an unoccupied cabin in about this location owned by Theophile
Bruguier. Bruguier was a prominent and colorful pioneer in this region, nephew of famous fur
trader James Kipp (Wood 2011) and son in law of War Eagle, a Yankton Sioux chief (Allen
1927:142). Though he lived for many years at what is now Sioux City, Bruguier retired in 1862
to this farm on Sand Hill Lake with his fourth wife, where he lived until his death (Allen
1927:148). In fact, the Bruguier farm is one of those shown on the 1893 map shown in Figure
17b. However, this probable identification does not explain the large cultivated field shown by
the Warren expedition, as we have no specific record of habitation until 1862 and the cabin was
explicitly unoccupied in 1854. Most probable is that Bruguier either hired someone to work this
land or leased it to a tenant, but these possibilities cannot be corroborated currently.

Figure 17. Feature 31. House and cultivated field; probably the house of Theophile Bruguier.
Detail from Sheet 9 and detail from 1893 MRC map.
This area today is in agricultural use, with scattered farmsteads. This farm site is almost
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certainly preserved today and, intriguingly, satellite imagery shows a farm in the exact area
indicated as the Bruguier farm in 1893. Thus, it is even possible that this building still stands,
but if so it has not been identified as such.
Feature 32. Unmarked buildings; Omadi (N42.3156,W96.4459)
The record in the Warren expedition is one of very few cartographic representations of
the short-lived town of Omadi (Figure 18a). It was established in 1855 and grew rapidly,
boasting two sawmills, a school, a store, and a population of 400 by 1857 (M. M. Warner
1893:50). The town boundary is shown in the 1858 GLO map (Figure 18b, Nebraska State
Surveyor’s Office n.d.), but the end was fast approaching by that time. In 1858 the Missouri
began to erode the bank under the town, and most inhabitants left and many buildings were
moved (Cutler 1882). By 1860 the population had declined to only forty-six, and the site was
underwater entirely by 1865 (Nebraska State Historical Society 2006). Any substantial
archaeological remains were very probably destroyed, though the site is some distance from the
river today. It has not been surveyed archaeologically (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012).

Figure 18. Feature 32. Unmarked buildings; Omadi. Detail from Sheet 9 and detail from 1858
GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor's Office).
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Feature 33. Dakota City
Though it does not appear in the sketch maps or in the expedition's reports, the town of
Dakota City appears on Warren's final map of 1855. The town existed only on paper at this
point, and its inclusion on the map is most likely a later addition. The first building in Dakota
City was built in 1856, around the time the Warren expedition passed this point (Cutler 1882).
The town boundary is shown in the 1858 GLO map as “Dacotah”, and a ferry is shown crossing
the Missouri there (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). According to Kay and colleagues
(1987:8), this was the only ferry crossing north of Omaha at the time, and very valuable for the
town. The town was also known for manufacturing stoneware pottery in its early days (Kay et
al. 1987:13). Dakota City was quite prosperous initially, boasting the local land office and a
territorial court (Cutler 1882). It declined in importance when it lost both of these following
Nebraska's admission as a state, but would later rebound with the coming of the railroad. Dakota
City remains a prosperous town today and includes a number of recognized historic buildings,
mostly from its later history (Kay et al. 1987).
Feature 34. Floyd's Grave (N42.4589,W96.3737)
This well-known site is the monument to Sergeant Floyd, the only casualty of the Lewis
and Clark expedition (Figure 19a). He died in August of 1804, probably of appendicitis, and was
interred on a prominent bluff which the expedition named for him, marked by a cedar post
(Sioux City History n.d.). On their return journey two years later, the corps found that the grave
had been disturbed, and they repaired it and replaced the marker. This site was a landmark for
future pioneers and explorers, and was visited by J. N. Nicollet (Figure 19b), George Catlin, who
painted the site, and Prince Maximillian of Wied, among others (Lissandrello 1975). In 1857,
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just one year after the depiction of the site in the Warren maps, erosion by the Missouri caused
the grave to be exposed. A boy was lowered over the bluff edge on a rope and collected the
bones, and they were reinterred 600 feet from the eroding face. This second burial was not
marked, and the site was forgotten until, prompted by renewed interest following the publication
of Floyd's journal in 1894, it was relocated in 1895 (Sioux City History n.d.). Floyd's remains
were again reburied, this time for only a few years, as the recently organized Floyd Memorial
Association constructed the present stone obelisk in 1901 and Floyd was buried in its base
(Morton 1905:54; Lissandrello 1975).
The original site of Floyd's burial, as recorded by the Warren expedition, has of course
been lost. However, the current burial site is a National Historic Landmark, and the area is now
a public park (National Park Service 2011; Lissandrello 1975). This site is within Sioux City
today.

Figure 19. Feature 34. Floyd's Grave, Feature 35. Sioux City, and Feature 36. Logan. Detail
from Sheet 10 and detail from 1839 Nicollet map (Wood 1993b:46).
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Feature 35. Sioux City (N42.4939,W96.4064)
The first European settlement at what would later be Sioux City was in 1848, when
William Thompson built a cabin not far from Floyd's grave (J. D. Adams 1923:8). Thompson
planned a town in the location, which he called Thompsonville or Thompsontown, though the
1852 GLO called it “Town of Floyd's Bluff” (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011). This town
did serve as a trading post for some years, but would ultimately become part of Sioux City
proper (Cochran 1886:4). The next year, Theophile Bruguier settled near the mouth of the Big
Sioux river, where he would live for many years with his Yankton family before retiring a few
miles to the south (see above). Bruguier's settlement is noted on the 1853 GLO map as “French
Settlement” (The University of Iowa Libraries 2011). Thompson and Bruguier were at opposite
ends of what is now Sioux City (Adams 1923:8).
The town had its official beginning in the winter of 1854, when claims were made at the
site and the town laid out by members of a government survey party (Cochran 1886:5). By the
end of 1855, Sioux City contained only seven buildings. One additional building, a school
house, was finished in the spring of 1856, and this agrees exactly with the eight buildings shown
on the Warren map in May of that year (Figure 19a). The arrangement of the buildings as shown
in the map does not readily agree with the locations described by Cochran (1886:5-6), though the
general area occupied is correct, but we must remember that the Warren map is a sketch drawn
from some distance. In any case, only one month after the Warren expedition passed Sioux City,
the first steamboat bringing building supplies, including pre-framed houses, reached the town
from St. Louis (Cochran 1886:6; Silag 1983). In this year alone, roughly ninety buildings were
erected and the population increased to 400. The Warren map is thus, perhaps, the only depiction
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of Sioux City from this brief pre-boom period.
Sioux City today contains a number of recognized historic properties and districts,
including one of the original cabins from the Bruguier settlement and a number of other
properties from the city's early years (Sioux City Historic Preservation Comission n.d.).

Nebraska/South Dakota
Feature 36. Logan (N42.4518,W96.5193)
The town of Logan was actually not yet present when the Warren expedition passed in
May of 1856 but was surveyed the following month (M. M. Warner 1893:52), and its inclusion is
a later notation in Warren's hand rather than one of his assistants (Figure 19a). Additionally, the
report of the expedition by Hutton effectively begins at this point, and he observes that Logan
was the last town on the river at the time of his writing (Hanson 1996:125). The town is also
recorded in the 1858 GLO map (Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.). Logan grew rapidly and
became a rival of Omadi just downstream (see above), but already in 1858 the Missouri was
beginning to undercut the town and residents began to move (Warner 1893:52). The town was
deserted by 1860, and the site was entirely destroyed by the river. It is very unlikely that any
archaeological remains of the town exist, though the site is quite far from the river today, and no
site has been recorded there to date (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012).
Feature 37. Warren's Camp of November 8,9 1855 (N42.5333,W96.4831)
Having spent the summer of 1855 in the service of General Harney, Warren was returning
to St. Louis to prepare for the next season's work when he and his companions made camp here.
It is not clear why the 1856 expedition recorded the site – perhaps it was still visible as they
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passed (Figure 20a). Warren's 1855 journal entry for the 8th was written in a book of
topographic sketches which has not been found, but for the 9th he wrote that “the boat was not
ready to ferry us across the [Big] Sioux river and we remained in camp” (Hanson 1996:113).
The following day the river was crossed and the expedition marched to the newly founded Sioux
City, “a promising site.” The location of this camp is today near or perhaps under North Sioux
City, South Dakota. Though there is some slim chance that the site may yet be undeveloped,
such a short-lived camp probably left little lasting trace.
Feature 38. Native American Camp near Jefferson (N42.584,W96.5401)
Near Jefferson, South Dakota on a bend of the river which has since been abandoned by
the river and become a swamp, the Warren expedition recorded a group of encamped Native
Americans which is simply labeled “camp” (Figure 20a). Figure 20b gives a detail from the
1893 Missouri River Commission map showing the then already abandoned bend of the river
(USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). The Warren map does not indicate which tribe was
camped here, and no mention is made of the group in the expedition journals. The symbol used,
a small triangle, is used elsewhere in the maps to indicate tents, and a notation indicates that they
were camped among medium-sized cottonwoods. Intriguingly, a small patch of plants is drawn
inside the camp and labeled “corn.” Given the location this was almost certainly a group of
Sioux who had located in the vicinity for access to trade goods, but at this point the tribe or tribes
cannot be specified. It is, however, very likely that they were not a traditionally agricultural
group. However, an 1863 account described some 20 acres of corn being grown at a Yanktonai
village on the James River not too distant from this site, obviously a different village but offering
an example of agricultural activities being practiced by a possibly related group (K. D. Warner
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2011).
This site appears to be partly under a modern railroad and highway, though the area is
otherwise undeveloped. It is quite likely that the site is preserved to some extent in the unbuilt
area, though remains may be limited if this camp was very short-lived.

Figure 20. Feature 37. Warren's Camp of November 8,9 1855 and Feature 38. Native American
Camp near Jefferson. Detail from Sheet 10 and detail from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 39. Ponca
Though it does not appear on the sketch maps or in the expedition's reports, the town of
Ponca, Nebraska is recorded on Warren's large final map of 1855. This was evidently a later
addition, as the town of Ponca was not platted until 1856 (Cutler 1882). The town was founded
near a large settlement of the Ponca tribe, and reportedly many of them were still present in the
town's early years. The town of Ponca still exists today, and contains a number of recognized
historic structures including some from its early history (National Park Service 2011).
Feature 40. Old Fort Vermillion (N42.7054,W96.8068)
This was a a fur post established in 1833 by the Upper Missouri Outfit, an operation
which resulted from the merger of the American Fur Company and Columbia Fur Company
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(Hoig 2008:258; Wood 2011). The post was in the charge of one Pascal Carré for most of its
existence (Hoig 2008:258), though in 1850, the last year of its operation, it was probably this
same post which was in the charge of Charles Larpenteur, who found the trade in the area very
poor by this time (Larpenteur 1898:289). Audobon visited and described the small post in 1843,
at which time it was already past its heyday (Sunder 1993:65). A group of Mormons reportedly
wintered at the site in 1845-46 (Federal Writers Project 1938:350). Coues, in a footnote to
Larpenteur (1898:287–288), states that there were two posts by this name, this one and another
about 25 miles upriver. If this is so, the upriver post was not recorded by the Warren expedition
and probably no longer existed at the time. Fort Vermillion had been abandoned for several
years by the time the Warren expedition passed in 1856 (Figure 21a), but based on Hutton's
journal may still have been standing, or at least visible (Hanson 1996:125). The site has been
lost to the meandering Missouri today (Federal Writers Project 1938:350).
Just below the fort, a light notation on the Warren map reads “Kate Swinney” and another
word which cannot be made out. The Kate Swinney was a steamboat which wrecked at this bend
of the river on August 1st, 1855, and was one of the earliest steamer wrecks on the upper
Missouri (South Dakota State Department of History 1918:393). It was reportedly sold for
salvage to “some nearby settlers,” and the South Dakota State Department of History (1918:394)
speculates that this may have been traders still working from the officially closed Fort Vermillion
or perhaps Theophile Bruguier, then settled near the Big Sioux River (see above). A more likely
possibility would be the much nearer settlement at the future site of Burbank (see below).
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Figure 21. Feature 40. Old Fort Vermillion and Feature 41. Log houses; probably Burbank.
Detail from Sheet 11 and detail from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 41. Log houses; probably Burbank (N42.7454,W96.8231)
An enigmatic cluster of log houses is shown just north of Fort Vermillion (Figure 21a).
Based on GIS analysis, this would later be the site of Burbank, South Dakota (Figure 21b),
though the town of that name was not platted until 1873 and no settler is recorded before the
1860s (Kingsbury 1915:1134). Indeed, the territory was not yet legally opened for settlement in
1856, and this was clearly not an illegal settlement given that the Warren expedition records the
road to Ft. Pierre passing beside it. Thus, it may have been Native Americans (unlikely), fur
traders, or military. Given the convenience of the location to the Missouri and the road to Ft.
Pierre, either of the latter might have favored the spot, but neither is recorded as using it. The
expedition journals do not mention these houses.
The site appears to be identical with Burbank, a small unincorporated town which still
exists today. As the recorded history of it does not indicate any settlement of this early date it
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has evidently been unstudied, but if any trace remains is appears that it would be found within or
just outside the modern town.
As an aside, near this site the cartographer doodled a profile drawing of a man in a top
hat, visible at the extreme upper right of Figure 21a.
Feature 42. Indian Camp (Yanktons); probably Struck by the Ree's camp (N42.8821,W97.3932)
In the river bottomland not far above the James River in modern South Dakota the
Warren expedition recorded a small camp of Yanktons (Figure 22a). The site is precisely that of
the modern city of Yankton, which would be founded two years later (Figure 22b, D. L. W.
Robinson 1902:116). This was almost certainly the village of “Struck by the Ree,” a prominent
Yankton chief, and was considered the most important Yankton village of its day (Kingsbury
1915:115). Henry Boller describes a visit to this village in 1858 (2005:64-65). Struck by the
Ree (or Strikes the Ree) was a very important figure, and famously worked to make peace with
the United States at every turn. In 1857-58 he would travel to Washington, D. C. with a number
of other chiefs to sign the Treaty of Washington, establishing the Yankton reservation and
extinguishing Yankton claim to some 11 million acres of land (Coleman 2005). The first claims
at the future site of Yankton were made by settlers in the spring of 1858, before the treaty of that
year had been signed (D. L. W. Robinson 1902:116). As such, the claims were not yet legal, and
the tribe invoked government military support to evict the would-be settlers. However, the firm
of Frost, Todd & Co. established a trading post at the site around this time, no doubt in order to
get a jump on settlement rather than for any genuine trading purpose (Kingsbury 1915:120).
Under the treaty, the Yanktons were given one year to remove to the new reservation, which they
ultimately did, and the city of Yankton was founded at the site of their former village (D.
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Robinson 1904:174).
Any evidence of this camp is under the city of Yankton today and has not been recorded
to date. In all likelihood the archaeological traces are minimal.

Figure 22. Feature 42. Indian Camp (Yanktons); probably Struck by the Ree's camp and Feature
43. Smutty Bear's Camp; Gavins Point Site; 39YK203. Detail from Sheet 12 and detail from
1893 MRC map.
Feature 43. Smutty Bear's Camp; Gavins Point Site; 39YK203 (N42.858,W97.5455)
Just upriver from the first camp of Yanktons, the expedition recorded another Yankton
camp (called Ihanktanwan in this case) which they labeled “Smutty Bear's” (Figure 22a). The
words Ihanktanwan and Yankton refer to the same group, and there is no obvious reason why the
Warren party were inconsistent in their usage, though based on handwriting differences it seems
that the two villages were labeled by different individuals.
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Smutty Bear was a Yankton chief who was a delegate to Washington, D.C. In 1857-58
with Struck by the Ree, for the signing of the treaty under which the Yankton reservation was
established and the majority of Yankton lands were sold to the United States (D. Robinson
1904:172). During this visit, he was among the first Native Americans to be photographed
(National Museum of American History n.d.). Smutty Bear was reportedly very hesitant to sign
the treaty and would later encourage his tribe to defy its terms, though they ultimately did
remove to the reservation in 1859 with little incident (D. Robinson 1904:174, Coleman 2005).
Smutty Bear's village was visited in 1857 by the Indian agent Alexander H. Redfield, and
he described it as a village consisting of earthlodges and cabins in the Gavins Point vicinity (Hall
and Hall 2004:124). Previous work has identified this with the historic component of the Gavins
Point Site, and the Warren maps unambiguously corroborate this interpretation (Howard 1972).
It is interesting that the symbol used for this village is used elsewhere in the map series to
indicated tents, the more traditional dwelling of the Yanktons, while Redfield described
earthlodges and cabins, but Hall and Hall (2004:124) observe that more permanent structures
were gradually coming into use by these groups at this time. Perhaps the village consisted all or
mostly of tents in 1856 but had largely transitioned to permanent structures by the next year. It is
also very possible that the Warren map is lacking here and the village was of mixed construction
at the time.
The Gavins Point site was first identified archaeologically in 1960 and excavated in 1961,
and it was investigated further in 1978 (Hall and Hall 2004:1, 91). The main interest in this site
has been in its prehistoric components, which are substantial, but the historic Yankton occupation
was also identified archaeologically. It was partly on this basis that Howard identified the site as
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Smutty Bear's camp (1972). The site is today mostly lost to Lewis and Clark Lake, the first of
the large lakes created by dam construction on the Missouri. Hall and Hall (2004:72) show this
quite strikingly. Some portions of the site remain preserved, however.
Feature 44. Ponca village (N42.7582, W98.0045), Feature 45. burial ground (N42.7513,
W98.0429), and Feature 46. Ponca village(N42.8047,W98.1367)
Two Ponca villages and an associated burial ground are shown near the Niobrara River,
then called the L'eau Qui Court, as shown in Figure 23a. Ponca settlement history in this vicinity
is somewhat complicated, and village locations seem to have changed frequently in historic
times. The most famous nearby site is Ponca Fort (25KX1), a fortified earthlodge village near
the Ponca River which is discussed at length by Wood (1993c) and which was abandoned by the
late eighteenth century. Indeed, Wood indicates that after 1804 the Poncas moved to below the
mouth of the Niobrara, just where the larger village is shown in the Warren maps (Feature 44).
Additionally, a small unlabeled village near the mouth of the Ponca River is shown (Feature 46),
which Hutton describes in his journal as “some 1 or 200” Poncas (Hanson 1996:126). In a letter
dated only a few months before the Warren expedition passed this point, W. S. Harney observed
“large fields of corn” between the Niobrara and Ponca rivers, not shown on the Warren maps but
perhaps associated with this second village (Anon 1902). Hutton does note that corn was grown
in the vicinity of the burial ground shown near the Niobrara, however (Feature 45, Hanson
1996:126). Nicollet's 1839 map, reproduced as Figure 23b below, shows an entirely different
arrangement of villages, with a large village shown farther east near Bazile Creek and graves and
a trading post shown west of the Niobrara (Wood 1993b). In contrast, Charles Larpenteur, a fur
trader who was among the Poncas in 1852, describes an arrangement very like that shown in the
Warren map: “The Poncas, at that time, were divided into two bands, one led by a chief called
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the Whip, who kept on this side of the Running Water (L'eau Qui Court), and the other named
Drum, who remained on Ponca creek. These two chiefs were jealous of each other” (Larpenteur
1898:302–303).

Figure 23. Feature 44. Ponca village, Feature 45. burial ground, and Feature 46. Ponca village
Detail from Sheets 13 and 14 and detail from 1839 Nicollet map (Wood 1993b:56).
Documentary evidence for the various Ponca settlements in this area has been compiled
by Howard (1970), and sheds some light on this situation. Probably the best candidate provided
by Howard (1970) for the identification of the large village in the Warren maps is Dead Tree or
Chopped Tree Village. This village was described in 1914 by a Southern Ponca named Standing
Elk, who stated that it was “between the mouth of the Niobrara and Bazile Creek.” Howard
estimates that this village existed in the 1830s, though no other source mentions it and it is not
known archaeologically. Howard also notes an unnamed village described by Peter Le Claire, a
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tribal historian of the Poncas, “southwest of the town of Niobrara,” approximately in the location
of the burial ground noted in the Warren maps. The village farther west, near the mouth of the
Ponca River, is almost certainly the Scary Creek Village Site.
The two villages shown in the Nicollet map can be more confidently identified with
Backing Water Village, a relatively long-lived site near the mouth of Bazile Creek, and Grey
Blanket Village, located just west of the Niobrara (Howard 1970). Indeed, documentary
evidence given by Howard suggests that both of these villages probably existed as late as the
1856 Warren expedition, and it may be that, as these villages were both seasonal camps, their
locations may have varied somewhat from year to year and that the Poncas are better understood
to have occupied the entire section between Bazile Creek and the Ponca River. We might then
consider identifying the large village in the Warren maps with Backing Water Village.
In any case, this large Ponca village just below the Niobrara was to be short lived when
the Warren expedition recorded it. Less than one month later, the Euro-American settlement
which was to become the town of Niobrara was founded in the same location. Solomon Draper
(1876) describes the series of events surrounding this replacement. To briefly summarize, this
section of the river was officially claimed by the Omaha tribe prior to 1853, when a treaty
between them and the United States put the territory in public hands. The Poncas, with whom
no treaty had been made up to this point, aggressively attempted to claim the land, threatening
would-be settlers. In June of 1856, a group of pioneers came into the area from Sioux City and
met with the Poncas, receiving permission to explore their land and lay a log foundation, staking
a claim. They then returned to Sioux City and formed the L'eau Qui Court Company, which
founded the town of Niobrara. The Poncas were aggressively opposed to this action, and later
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burned most of the buildings which were constructed. Indeed, some American officials of the
day also believed that the settlers were encroaching on Ponca land and encouraged them to
vacate. However, the town of Niobrara ultimately received official legitimation, and a treaty was
made between the Poncas and the United States in 1858, under which they removed to the far
side of the Niobrara River (Draper 1876; Witt et al. 2010). The GLO map of this section was
made after the 1858 treaty, and notes no Ponca constructions but only the town of Niobrara
(Nebraska State Surveyor’s Office n.d.).
These sites have not been documented archaeologically, though two historic Ponca burial
sites are known in the general vicinity (25KX13 and 25KX5/207) and may be identical with the
burial ground recorded (R. Bozell and Nelson 2012). GIS analysis suggests that all three
locations are at least partly preserved. The smaller village site appears to be practically
undisturbed, with virtually no modern construction in its vicinity. The larger village and burial
ground are more likely to be damaged, though it appears that both are probably extant to some
degree.
Feature 47. Howe's Camp and log houses; Camp Canfield (N42.8433,W98.1735)
Just upstream from Ponca River the camp of Major Marshall Howe from the previous
winter was recorded, with a small group of log houses immediately opposite (Figure 24a). This
temporary camp housed several companies of the 2nd dragoons, officially under the command of
General Harney at Fort Pierre, and according to Kingsbury (1915:65) was called Camp Canfield.
General Harney had ordered the camp to be established, along with three others, as winter
quarters for some of the 900 men under his command who could not be accommodated at the
very poor Fort Pierre, recently acquired from the fur trading firm P. Choteau Jr. & Co.
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(Kingsbury 1915:64). The presence of the military camp would also protect the steamboat Grey
Cloud, locked in ice at the site (Clow 1980), and indeed a notation on the Warren map just
upriver from the camp reads “Grey Cloud's wood pile.” The winter of 1855 was extremely
severe, and partly through the incompetence of Major Howe the camp was a disaster. General
Harney visited the camp midway through the winter as he had had no word from them, and
found the men and horses in a deplorable state, with many frostbitten, hungry, and miserable
(Paul 2004:143). The camp had been built in the open, exposed to the wind, while Howe himself
was living on the ice-locked Grey Cloud (Clow 1980). Harney arrested Howe and removed him
from command, and stayed two months at the camp building a “sheltered cantonment.” Though
not explicitly stated, it appears that the log buildings shown by the Warren expedition opposite
the camp are this sheltered cantonment. The site is surrounded by trees and clearly better
sheltered, and the buildings are also drawn as a single large block, which may or may not reflect
reality but would be a reasonable way to construct shelters efficiently. The site is on the far side
of the river from the camp, but given the bitterness of the winter the river was most likely frozen
over.
The Missouri has meandered considerably in this section of the river, and the site of
Howe's camp south of the river appears to be under water today. The site of the cabins north of
the river might possibly be preserved, but it appears that the location had been at least partly
undercut in the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps (Figure 24b, USGS Biological Resources
Division 2002). Nevertheless, some trace may remain of these structures, though it is also quite
possible that they were eroded completely.
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Figure 24. Feature 47. Howe's Camp and log houses; Camp Canfield. Detail from Sheet 14 and
detail from 1893 MRC map.

South Dakota
Feature 48. Unlabeled buildings; Fort Randall; 39GR15 (N43.0472,W98.5554)
Just below the dam which created Lake Francis Case is the site of Fort Randall, the
military post which replaced Fort Pierre after that site was abandoned as unsuitable in 1856
(Kingsbury 1915:65). The new fort had not actually been constructed yet when the Warren
expedition passed – the site was not even chosen until June – and the depiction of it thus must be
a later addition, perhaps made as the expedition returned in the fall. Indeed, a presumably earlier
notation near the site reads “good place for a fort.” In any case, this site was selected after a
lengthy deliberation, with a site on the Big Sioux near modern Sioux City and Fort Lookout both
seriously considered (Kingsbury 1915:65, Clow 1980). The final location was chosen by
General Harney, the commander of Fort Pierre, and named for the deceased deputy paymaster
Colonel Daniel Randall (Clow 1980). Harney supposedly noticed the location he would later
select when he traveled to Camp Canfield in the winter of 1855 (Paul 2004:143).
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Fort Randall in its heyday was extremely large for a fort on the Missouri, housing about
500 men at its peak, and was considered the best fort on the upper Missouri (National Park
Service 2012). Many notable figures passed through the fort, including Buffalo Bill Cody, Jim
Bridger, and Sitting Bull, and it sported such luxuries as a theater group, a baseball team (the
O'Reilly's), and a library of 1,500 volumes. Greene describes some of the many amenities in
detail (2005:75–86). Fort Randall was active until 1892, by which time the area no longer
needed such a sizable military presence and the fort was officially closed, though it still appears
on the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps (USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). A
variety of maps and photographs of the site are reproduced by Greene (2005) and by Grice
(2006), and Greene also provides a thorough history of the fort.
The depiction of Fort Randall in the Warren maps was certainly made soon after the
initial construction activities (Figure 25a), at which point the structures are known to have been
predominantly log construction, many salvaged from other abandoned forts including Fort Pierre
and Fort Lookout (Kingsbury 1915:65; De Land 1902:327). These buildings became dilapidated
over the following years, and in 1871 and 1872 the fort was given a major overhaul, with most of
these older structures burned or dismantled and new frame buildings on stone foundations
constructed (Lees 1991). This later phase of the fort corresponds with its fame as the best and
largest fort in the vicinity and includes the large garrison and many amenities noted above, and
historic maps and photographs of the site largely document this later form. The Warren map, on
the other hand, certainly documents the original layout, and compares favorably with the earliest
known plat of the fort, made in 1856 by Captain Turnley and reproduced by Greene (2005:55),
shown in Figure 25b.
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Figure 25. Feature 48. Unlabeled buildings; Fort Randall; 39GR15. Detail from Sheet 15 and
1856 map by Turnley, from Greene 2005:55.
The site of Fort Randall has been the subject of a number of archaeological
investigations, one in the 1950s as a small part of the site became endangered by engineering
work in the area and a much larger Corps of Engineers project from 1986 to 1989 in which
eleven different sections of the fort were excavated (Mills 1960; Lees 1991; Vaillancourt 1992).
Visitors to the Fort Randall Historic Site can today walk an interpretive trail around the old
parade grounds, where several building foundations remain excavated, and view a small display
on the history and archaeology of the site (National Park Service 2012).
Feature 49. Old Fort Aux Cèdres and Starr's Camp (N43.7911,W99.393)
Near the modern town of Oacoma the Warren expedition show Old Fort Aux Cèdres, with
a camp of tents surrounding it which they call Starr's Camp (Figure 26a). There were at least
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two forts called Fort Aux Cèdres, perhaps three, and their history is somewhat confusing. The
first Fort Aux Cèdres was one of the first forts on the Missouri, built in 1802 or perhaps even
earlier by Regis Louisel on an island later called Dorion Island above the Big Bend (Wishart
1992:42; Chittenden 1902:954). It was this fort which was recorded by the Lewis and Clark
expedition in 1804 (Thwaites 1904:160), and this more northern location is also recorded for the
“Site of Ft. au Cedras” in the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps (USGS Biological
Resources Division 2002). Louisel's fort burned in 1810, but a new Fort Aux Cèdres was built
the very next year by Manuel Lisa to serve the Sioux (Oglesby 1963:116). The location of Lisa's
fort is not entirely clear, though Oglesby (1963:116) suggests that he simply rebuilt the old post.
It seems that yet another fort of this name was built in 1820 by the Missouri Fur
Company, this time on American Island, less than two miles from the location given by the
Warren map (Wishart 1992:48, Chittendon 1902:952). This new fort was also known as Fort
Recovery, and Chittendon suggests that it may be identical with the fort rebuilt by Lisa in 1810,
with its name being a reference to its rebuilding (1902:953). In any case, the 1893 Missouri
River Commission maps also show the site of Fort Recovery on this island (Figure 26b).
Oddly, none of these locations match that recorded by the Warren expedition for Fort Aux
Cèdres, which they show on the west bank of the river rather than on any island. The only
source which agrees with their depiction is the 1839 map of J. N. Nicollet, who gives an identical
depiction (Wood 1993b:65). We know from various journal entries that the Warren party carried
copies of the Nicollet maps, and it is tempting to suggest that the earlier map was simply in error
and that the mistake was copied onto the Warren map, but this seems unlikely given that Starr's
camp was also recorded and Warren gives a written description of this in his journal (Hanson
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1996:120). De Land (1902:326) suggests that Nicollet was accurate based on the description
from his journal, and that Fort Aux Cèdres and Fort Recovery were simply confused by later
accounts. We might further propose that there were actually three forts of this name, and that the
one recorded on the bank by both Nicollet and the Warren expedition was Lisa's 1810 fort.

Figure 26. Feature 49. Old Fort Aux Cèdres and Starr's Camp. Detail from Sheet 17 and detail
from 1893 MRC map.
Samuel Starr was a career soldier who was an officer in the 2nd dragoons under General
Harney (Kodner 1999). Kodner (1999) describes a collection of Starr's letters and other
documents which have been preserved, and they include a number which give Starr's location in
the spring of 1856 as “Old Fort Cedar.” Warren also mentions in his journal that, the steamboat
having been delayed by low water, he and a few men had continued on foot and saw Starr's camp
from the opposite bank on May 16th (Hanson 1996:120). Though not described as such, it seems
very likely that this camp was one of the “cantonment camps” established in the winter of 1855
due to insufficient resources at Fort Pierre (Kingsbury 1915:65). It was abandoned not long after
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being recorded by the Warren expedition (Kodner 1999).
This general area would later be the location of the Lower Brulé Indian Agency and
ultimately the town of Oacoma, still present today. Both are depicted in the 1893 Missouri River
Commission map (Figure 26b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). However, the actual
locations of the old fort and camp depicted on the Warren map are today inundated by Lake
Francis Case, and though the area was surveyed intensively in advance of the reservoir
construction no site was identified (Mattes 1960). This led the researchers to conclude that the
site had probably been lost to the Missouri, and though the present analysis suggests otherwise
this may indeed have been the case. Regardless, the site is certainly lost today.
Feature 50. Fort Lookout; Fort Kiowa; 39LM57 (N43.9065,W99.3777)
The Warren expedition's depiction of Fort Lookout is shown in Figure 27a. Several forts
in the same general area bore this name over the years, and much debate has ensued regarding
their history. The earliest was a fur post built sometime around 1822 by Bernard Pratte and
Company, also known as the French Company (H. H. Anderson 1961). It was long believed to
have been built by the Columbia Fur Company (e.g. Chittendon 1902:953), but Anderson (1961)
demonstrates convincingly that this was not the case. The name Fort Kiowa is also much
discussed in connection with the forts in this region, and while it has been argued that it was a
different post (C. F. Miller 1960), Anderson (1961) demonstrates that in all likelihood these posts
are one and the same. In 1827, Bernard Pratte and Company became the St. Louis agents for the
American Fur Company, and a reorganization at this time seems to have resulted in the
abandonment of Fort Lookout (H. H. Anderson 1961). It does not appear to have been
reoccupied until the early 1830's, when the site was chosen for the new Sioux Indian Agency, and
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the American Fur Company quickly established a post to trade with Sioux coming there for their
annuities. Prince Maximilian visited and described this Fort Lookout in 1833, and he also
mentions both the American Fur Company post and yet another fur post in the immediate
vicinity (De Land 1902:326). The Agency lasted only until 1838, and though we do not know
how long after this the small associated fur posts may have persisted it probably was not long (H.
H. Anderson 1961). Nicollet in his 1839 map records this post as Old Fort Lookout, and places it
about four miles north of the location given by the Warren expedition (Figure 27b, Wood
1993b:65). Indeed, Maximilian corroborates the fact that the first and second forts of this name
were some distance apart, as he also notes the location of the former post of the French Company
(H. H. Anderson 1961). The record after this point becomes somewhat confused, as many trade
licenses were issued for the area over the following years and any number of traders might have
constructed or re-used buildings in the vicinity. Clearly a fort of some description was still
standing here in 1855, when it was occupied by soldiers under General Harney (Kingsbury
1915:65), but not in the location of the former Agency. Hutton describes this Fort Lookout as
“some 4 miles below the position occupied by the post of the same name, belonging to the
American Fur Company some years ago” (Hanson 1996:127), clearly referencing the former
Agency location depicted by Nicollet. The fort in 1856 was probably not far from the location of
the original Fort Lookout.
General Harney, while seeking a replacement for the very poor Fort Pierre, had at one
time decided on Fort Lookout (Kingsbury 1915:65). Harney stationed soldiers at the fort for the
winter of 1855, and in spring arrangements were partially made to relocate some of the buildings
from Fort Pierre to Fort Lookout. Apparently the Warren expedition was even dispatched briefly
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following their arrival at Fort Pierre as part of this work (Hanson 1996:129). However, soon
thereafter Harney chose instead to construct a new permanent post, Fort Randall, which would
become the largest military post in the vicinity (see above). Fort Lookout continued to be used
through 1857, after which it was abandoned, though the site still appears on the 1893 Missouri
River Commission map (USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). Some of its material was
used to construct Fort Randall (De Land 1902:327).

Figure 27. Feature 50. Fort Lookout; Fort Kiowa; 39LM57, Feature 51. Lodges; Native
American camp, and Feature 52. Camp; Native American camp. Detail from Sheets 17 and 18
and detail from 1839 Nicollet map (Wood 1993b:65).
Fort Lookout was the subject of archaeological investigation in advance of flooding of
the site by construction of the Fort Randall Dam. Surveyors also attempted without success to
locate the more northerly Fort Lookout, which they called Fort Kiowa, and they concluded that it
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had probably been destroyed by river meander (Mattes 1960). Two components of Fort Lookout
were located – a small fur post (Fort Lookout II) and the much larger planned military post,
never fully constructed (Fort Lookout IV). Both were investigated in the 1950s in advance of
reservoir construction (C. F. Miller 1960). As an aside, the Warren maps actually show Fort
Lookout as two boxes (Figure 27a), and though this may be a meaningless detail or mistake it is
also possible that these older and newer iterations of the fort were being represented. In an
undated and evidently never finalized excavation report, Miller describes a smaller structure
underlying Fort Lookout II which he suggests may have been intentionally destroyed when the
larger post was built in the same location, but he incorrectly identifies this earlier structure as
Fort Kiowa (C. F. Miller n.d.). Fort Lookout I and III both refer to the lost site farther north, as it
was believed by Miller to have had two components as well. All of these sites are today under
Lake Francis Case.
Feature 51. Lodges; Native American camp (N43.9507,W99.3828)
A small group of lodges, indicated by the small triangle used for tents, are shown on a
blufftop quite near the site given by Nicollet for Fort Lookout in 1839 (Figure 27a and 27b,Wood
1993b:65). Based on the discussion of Fort Lookout above, this was the site of the Sioux Indian
Agency until 1838 and of at least two fur posts (H. H. Anderson 1961), and though these were
long gone by this time this small camp may have been originally established in this location as a
result. The site is on land which is today part of the Lower Brulé Indian Reservation, and based
on GIS analysis appears to be undeveloped and probably preserved, though it has evidently not
been identified archaeologically to date.
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Feature 52. Camp; Native American camp (N43.9908,W99.3654)
Another small group of lodges is shown near the head of Prospect Island, on the west side
of the river (Figure 27a). The symbol used is a mixture of triangles and squares, probably
indicating that some of the buildings were European-style structures. This general location was
called the “Sioux Pass of the Three Rivers” by Lewis and Clark, referring to three creeks on the
opposite bank and the fact that “the Sioux frequently cross the Missouri at this place” (Thwaites
1904:156). Whether this small settlement fifty years later is related to this fact is uncertain, but it
does demonstrate that this was a frequented area in earlier times. Like the other nearby camp
noted above, this site is today located on the Lower Brulé Indian Reservation and appears to be
preserved today, though it has not been identified archaeologically.
Feature 53. Fort George (N44.2837,W100.044)
Fort George was originally a fur trading post, built perhaps as early as 1819 by the
Missouri Fur Company under Manuel Lisa (F. T. Wilson 1902:268). The fort is absent from the
record for some years following, but evidently served at least intermittently as a fur post. It does
not appear on the 1839 Nicollet maps, and it may be that it had been abandoned for some time at
that point (Wood 1993b). In 1842 the fort was rebuilt, though it is not clear that this was in the
identical location, by the newly formed Fox, Livingstone & Co. as a rival to nearby Fort Pierre
(De Land 1902). This company sold out to the American Fur Company in 1845, and it appears
that the fort was abandoned at that point. Indeed, an old man named Swift Hawk claimed in a
1901 interview that he and another man had lived in the abandoned stockade after the post was
closed. The fort was evidently purchased by the government in 1855 and was occupied briefly
by some of General Harney's men under Captain H. W. Wessells, who ultimately disassembled
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the fort and transported the material to Fort Pierre. Interestingly, it appears that either one or
more buildings was left standing or there was construction at the site after this point, as an 1860
census listed a small group of fur traders living at “Old Fort George” (Anon 1962). It is possible
that this referred to another fort of the same name, perhaps that near the mouth of Chyenne (see
below), but most likely it did refer to this more famous Fort George.
The site was investigated archaeologically in 1962 by a Smithsonian field party,which
undertook extensive excavation, mapping, and metal detection (Anon 1962). No further work at
the site has been published, and it appears that any surviving remains have probably been heavily
damaged by erosion and agricultural activities.

Figure 28. Feature 53. Fort George and Feature 54. Herders. Detail from Sheet 19 and detail
from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 54. Herders (N44.3239,W100.142)
A small group of tents is shown in the river bottom on the north side of the river, not far
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from Fort George. Hutton describes this area in his report as “prairie with a rich & luxuriant
growth of grass, and has been used by the Fur Company for years as a pasture ground” (Hanson
1996:128). Clearly this group of herders were pasturing animals in this location, and most
probably they were part of General Harney's forces still officially stationed at nearby Fort Pierre.
Indeed, Harney complained about the insufficient pasture for horses in the immediate vicinity of
the fort (Kingsbury 1915:65). We cannot know for certain that this was a military camp, but
given the large military presence in the area at the time it is quite likely. The site of this camp is
today under Lake Sharpe, never identified archaeologically, though it was probably a short-lived
camp and may have left little trace regardless.
Feature 55. Unmarked buildings on Farm Island (N44.3324,W100.249)
Farm Island, near modern Pierre in South Dakota, was for many years the site of a farm
used to supply Fort Pierre Chouteau (Clark et al. 2008). A number of primary sources describe
this operation, reportedly 15 cultivated acres in 1833, and Schuler reproduces several of these
accounts (1990:69–71). In the Warren maps, an otherwise unknown cluster of buildings is
depicted on the island (Figure 5a). Hutton notes in his report that “recently General Harney has
established a garrison upon it, who have found it to possess all the requirements for a fine
vegetable garden,” and beyond doubt this is what the Warren map is depicting (Hanson
1996:128). As noted elsewhere, Harney's men were dispersed widely during the winter of 1855
because of insufficient resources at Fort Pierre, and one company is reported to have camped on
Farm Island at this time (D. Robinson 1904:152). The military would abandon the fort in 1857,
and the Warren map is probably the only depiction of this short-lived military occupation on the
island (Stark et al. 2010). One or more buildings existed on the island during its fur trading days,
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of course, but at a much smaller scale than that shown in 1856 (Schuler 1990:71). Indeed,
Warren's 1855 survey of the Fort Pierre military reserve shows only a single small structure on
the island (Figure 5b). Farm Island was only partially inundated by Lake Sharpe and is a state
recreation area today, and it appears that the site of these buildings probably survives. The island
was surveyed by the state Archaeological Research Center in 2005, but no historic structures of
this age were reported (Clark et al. 2008). It is, however, possible that this site survives in some
form.

Figure 29. Feature 55. Unmarked buildings on Farm Island. Detail from Sheet 19 and detail
from Warren's 1855 Ft. Pierre Survey.
Feature 56. Fort Pierre; Fort Pierre Chouteau; 39ST237 (N44.3984,W100.391)
Originally called Fort Pierre Chouteau, this fur post was built in 1832 by the American
Fur Company to replace Fort Tecumseh not far to the south, which was threatened by the
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Missouri River (Fosha 2010:17). Cerney (2006:7) calls the site the oldest continuous settlement
in South Dakota, as a post had been built nearby as early as 1817 by Joseph LaFramboise .
Furthermore, it was near this site that the lead tablet buried by the 1743 Vérendrye expedition
was recovered, among the first recorded Europeans on the upper Missouri (Cerney 2006:10).
Fort Pierre was a very important and strategic post, and many notable figures passed through and
described it, including Prince Maximilian of Wied and John Audubon (Stark et al. 2010). J. N.
Nicollet reached the fort in 1839 but did not proceed farther upriver, instead traveling overland to
the northeast (Wood 1993b). The fort continued to be a prominent one under the auspices of
various companies until trade declined in the 1840s, and it is reported to have been in fairly poor
repair by the 1850s (Schuler 1990:133).
The fort was purchased by the US government in 1855 for use as a military post, and
roughly 900 men under General Harney were stationed there following the 1855 expedition
against the Sioux (Kingsbury 1915:65). Harney found conditions at the fort entirely
unacceptable, and he dispersed most of his men into “cantonment camps” nearby due to lack of
housing and resources (Clow 1980). The Warren expedition recorded several of these. Some
men were also housed at the fort in “portable cottages” which were sent upriver by steamboat
(Fosha 2010:17). It appears that the Warren map shows a number of these behind the fort
(Figure 30a), also visible in two 1856 watercolor sketches of the fort made by General Alfred
Sully (Figure 30b and c, Kvamme 2008b). The decision was ultimately made to abandon Fort
Pierre rather than rebuild it entirely, and this was officially done in 1857. Fort Lookout was
initially chosen for its replacement, but ultimately Fort Randall was constructed instead, using
some material from Fort Pierre (Kingsbury 1915:65). Archaeological evidence suggests that the
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fort may have had some continued military presence through the 1870s (Fosha 2010:18), though
Captain W. F. Raynolds recorded that “but little was left of the structure” in 1859 and that was
being demolished (Schuler 1990:136).
At the time of the Warren expedition's arrival, a large number of Sioux of various groups
were camped at the fort to sign the treaty ending the war of the year before – reportedly they
wanted nothing more to do with “Mad Bear” Harney (Clow 1980). Hutton states in his report
that the treaty was concluded the day before their arrival but that some 2,000 remained encamped
(Hanson 1996:129). A few tents are shown on the map surrounding the fort, no doubt
representing this in a cursory way (Figure 30a).

Figure 30. Feature 56. Fort Pierre; Fort Pierre Chouteau; 39ST237. Detail from Sheet 19 and
1856 sketches by Sully, from Kvamme 2008b.
The site was in private hands for some years, reportedly part of a ranch in the 1890s, but
came under the ownership of the South Dakota State Historical Society in 1933 (Fosha 2010:1,
18). A monument was placed near the site of the fort, and since that time additional signage and
a walkway have been constructed. Archaeological investigations first occurred in 1980-1981,
with a more substantial project undertaken from 1997-2001 (Fosha 2010:1). A geophysical
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survey of the site was also performed in 2007 (Kvamme 2008b). The fort was named a National
Historic Landmark in 1991, and is currently considered unthreatened (National Park Service
2008).
Feature 57. Galpin's Camp; Gilpin's Camp (N44.5148,W100.548)
This was the camp of Charles E. Galpin (sometimes written Gilpin), an influential fur
trader who had been active on the Missouri since the early 1840s (H. H. Anderson 1962). Galpin
was the agent stationed at Fort Pierre at the time of its sale to the government, and when the
soldiers arrived he vacated to a new camp four miles above Chantier Creek (F. T. Wilson 1902).
It is this camp which was recorded by the Warren party (Figure 31a). It was a short-lived site,
established only one year before and abandoned not long after its recording, as construction on
the new American Fur Company post in the area, Fort Galpin, began in 1857 (De Land 1902).
Based on the symbol used, it appears to have been a small group of cabins. No other known
source documents this camp (Figure 31b).

Figure 31. Feature 57. Galpin's Camp; Gilpin's Camp. Detail from Sheet 20 and detail from
1893 MRC map.
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This site should not be confused with Camp Bacon, a cantonment camp which housed
some of General Harney's men during the winter of 1855, which was nearby but farther south. It
was not recorded by the Warren expedition, other than a passing mention in Hutton's report
(Hanson 1996:129). It was established about 10 miles above Fort Pierre by Major Cady, who
named it Camp Bacon, and housed four companies of the Sixth Infantry (D. Robinson 1904,
p.152; Kingsbury 1915:65). Both of these short-lived camps are inundated by Lake Oahe today,
never studied archaeologically.
Feature 58. Unmarked buildings; trading post (N44.7949,W100.735)
Just above the mouth of the Cheyenne River, a small group of buildings is shown on the
west bank (Figure 32a). Hutton mentions briefly in his report “three houses built by Mr.
Galpin,” and on passing them on the return journey states that they were “built by the Fur
Company, but abandoned under the order of General Harney, calling all traders in to the vicinity
of Fort Pierre” (Hanson 1996:130, 145). This was a small trading establishment, one of many
built by Galpin over his career. Indeed, De Land (1902) states that the American Fur Company,
which employed Galpin, had a post at the mouth of the Cheyenne, and observes that “wherever
the Indians desired to have a trading post established as a branch of the main post, for winter's
trade, there was sent an outfit for the purpose.” According to Robinson (1904:118), a post at the
mouth of the Cheyenne was one of three important auxiliary posts established in 1829 by the
Upper Missouri Outfit of the American Fur Company, though Galpin would not have yet come to
the Missouri at that time and Robinson does not mention him in connection with it. Robinson
(1990:44-45) also suggests that a post just below the river had been known to traders as Old Fort
George, and though this site is above the river it is possible that the same post or a newer
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iteration of it is being referred to. Schuler (1990) provides a list of many auxiliary posts known
around Fort Pierre, including this one, though he does not give a name . This post probably
closed in 1855 based on Hutton's comment, either in connection with Harney's Sioux expedition
or with the sale of Fort Pierre to the government. The site is not mentioned in Mattison's (1954)
review of Oahe Reservoir historic sites and does not appear in other cartographic sources (Figure
32b). It is under Lake Oahe today.

Figure 32. Feature 58. Unmarked buildings; trading post. Detail from Sheet 21 and detail from
1893 MRC map.
Feature 59. Remarkable rock; Medicine Rock
Near the mouth of the Little Cheyenne, on the south side of its valley, Hutton notes twice
in his report a “remarkable rock” which he was told about but had not seen (Hanson 1996:130,
144). It was said to contain the footprints of a man and dog. On the expedition's return journey
in fall, the party stopped for some time and, under the guidance of Colin Campbell who had seen
it, searched for the stone for some while without success. Campbell was an old fur trader, and
had worked as an interpreter as early as 1823 (Robinson 1904:118). Hanson (1996:148)
identifies the stone as Medicine Rock, a traditional sacred site. However, he mistakenly believes
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it to be inundated by Lake Oahe. The original site of this stone is certainly under water today,
but the stone itself was moved in advance of the rising water. Robert LaBatte is quoted at length
in a 1990 National Park Service report Keepers of the Treasures (1990:16–17), and describes this
movingly. Evidently, the rock was moved by the fire department of Gettysburg, a small town to
the east, with permission from the non-Indian landowner. It was placed near the highway as a
tourist attraction, given a historical marker, and was much abused. The rock still rests in
Gettysburg, now under cover, and is part of a local museum, though Mr. LaBatte states that he
was trying to have it returned to the reservation at the time. Mattison (1954) reproduces an 1825
eyewitness description of the stone and a photograph of it in its original location.
Feature 60. Old Dirt Village; Moreau River Village; 39DW1
Hutton describes in his report but does not include on the sketch map “an old Indian
Village probably built by the Arikara” two miles north of the Moreau River (Hanson 1996:130).
This site is recorded on Warren's final 1857 map, and is labeled “Old Dirt Village.” This
certainly refers to Moreau River Village, an Extended Coalescent fortified earthlodge site dating
to roughly the 16th century (Lueck et al. 1989:27; Lehmer 1971:117; Johnson 2007a:185). The
site was visited by archaeologists as early as 1929, and reportedly had some 300 house
depressions originally (Sanders et al. 1988:75). Formal recording and limited excavation has
occurred several times, in 1952, 1963, and 1984, producing formal maps and a modest artifact
collection. The site is located on the Cheyenne River Reservation, and though it has been
damage by erosion and other recent processes it survives today (Sanders et al. 1988:75-77).
Feature 61. Old Ree Village; Nordvold I; 39CO31
On Warren's final 1857 map, he includes an “Old Ree Village” which does not appear on
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either the sketch maps or in any written report from the expedition. It is shown some two or
three miles north of Rampart Creek (modern Oak Creek). This is most likely the Norvold I site,
originally recorded as Oak Creek C, a protohistoric/historic Arikara fortified village (Sanders et
al. 1987:108). This site was recorded as early as 1915, and partially excavated in 1917. Further
excavation occurred in the 1930s, and it was also recorded in the 1950s but was not investigated
at that time. The site was again revisited in 1982 and 1985, when Sanders and colleagues
(1987:111) determined that “nearly the entire site area has been cultivated,” damaging it very
heavily. The site remains in approximately this condition today, on the Standing Rock
Reservation.
Feature 62. Two Bears' Camp (N45.6423,W100.326)
“Two Bears” was a prominent Ihanktonwanna (Yanktonai) leader who had been present
at the large conference in progress when the Warren expedition reached Fort Pierre (Galler
2008). He was an outspoken proponent of peace between Siouxan groups and the whites, and
would later sign treaties with the United States in 1865 and 1868 (Hanson 1996:147). Hutton
describes the encounter with this group at some length, as the steamboat was carrying the Indian
Agent who dispensed annuities to this band and they stopped for some time to do so. He
describes them as comprising 100-200 individuals, and calls them “the best looking & best
dressed band we had seen” (Hanson 1996:131). Warren adds that Two Bears “did not like at all
the idea of going to Ft. Pierre for his annuities” because he feared that the elderly and young
would be attacked in his absence (Hanson 1996:121).
Unlike many features near modern Lake Oahe, this camp site probably survives today
(Figure 33a and 33b). It is located on what was then a steep bluff abutting the river and so was
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not flooded by the reservoir. The area is also largely free of modern development or
landscaping. That said, this camp may have been quite short-lived, and as such may have left
very little lasting trace. It has not been identified to date.

Figure 33. Feature 62. Two Bears' Camp. Detail from Sheet 24 and detail from 1893 MRC map.
Feature 63. Lodges; probably Jones Village; 39CA3 (N45.8424,W100.355)
A small group of lodges is shown on the east bank near a creek variously called Spring,
Hermaphrodite, or Bourbeuse (Figure 34a). No official reports mention this tiny settlement, and
no trading house or other nearby feature exists to cast light on it. Interestingly though, the camp
is quite near, if not actually on, the site of Jones Village, an Initial Middle Missouri site dated to
approximately the 12th century (Figure 34b, Johnson 2007a:73-74). Obviously there is no direct
relationship here, but the site may have been chosen because of the ancient remains surely visible
on the surface at the time, as they still were in the early 20th century (Johnson 2007a:171).
Though we cannot know the identity of the inhabitants of this camp, Yanktonais seems likely
given the other groups nearby.
Jones Village was first recorded in 1952, but no substantial work at the site was done at
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the time, or indeed for many years after (Johnson 2007b). The site was misassigned to the
Extended Middle Missouri in Lehmer (1971), though the reasons for this are unclear.
Regardless, large-scale excavations were never conducted at the site, and by 1979 it had been
almost entirely lost to the eroding bank of Lake Oahe (Johnson 2007b). Salvage work was
undertaken on the remaining peripheral areas of the site in 1997-1998. If this work suggested a
historic component to the site, it is not mentioned by Johnson (2007b).

Figure 34. Feature 63. Lodges; probably Jones Village; 39CA3. Detail from Sheet 25 and detail
from Johnson 2007a:171.
Feature 64. Little Soldier's Village; probably Vanderbilt Village; 39CA1 (N45.9387,W100.445)
Near the border between North and South Dakota, on a prominent bluff north of the river,
the Warren map shows “Little Soldier's Village,” an encampment of Inhanktonwanna
(Yanktonais) (Figure 35a). “Little Soldier” was another prominent leader of this group, and he
and Two Bears often appear together in historic accounts, signing many of the same treaties and
participating in many of the same battles, though Two Bears was probably the more influential
figure (Hanson 1996:147, Galler 2008). Little Soldier is not specifically mentioned as attending
the recent conference at Fort Pierre, though the Warren party carried annuity payments for this
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group also (Hanson 1996:131). Like Two Bears, Little Soldier would later be an outspoken
supporter of peace with the white men. Hutton observes that this group “seemed much poorer
and more scantily clothed than the band met below” (Hanson 1996:131).
Hutton also states in his report that this group were living in lodges “built of dirt after the
manner of the Rees and Mandans,” a statement which Hanson notes has caused some speculation
regarding whether the Yanktonais had built these lodges or appropriated an abandoned village, as
they did not build earthlodges generally (Hanson 1996:131, 147). GIS analysis of this map,
while not answering this question, puts an interesting spin on it. In fact, it turns out that the
location indicated for Little Soldier's Village is precisely that of Vanderbilt Village, an Extended
Middle Missouri site dating to the 13th or 14th century (compare Figures 35a and b below;
Johnson 2007a:176). Evidently, Little Soldier's band were camped on top of the remains of this
earlier occupation site, and, given that the house depressions are still visible on the ground today
and so certainly were at the time, they probably chose it for precisely that reason. It is further
interesting that the symbol which the cartographer chose for these lodges, a hollow box, is unlike
that used elsewhere in the map series, where European-style buildings are normally a shaded
box, earthlodges a circle, and tents a triangle. The form of these purported earthlodges is totally
unknown.
Vanderbilt Village was first recorded in 1952, but only limited surface collection was
performed at the time (Falk and Pepperl 1986:B333-B337). The site was revisited in 1979, by
which time it was heavily eroded, and further surface collection and limited excavation was
done. It has been unstudied otherwise, and remains in a partially preserved state on the shore of
Lake Oahe. If any previous research has suggested a historic component to the site, Falk and
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Pepperl (1986) do not mention it.

Figure 35. Feature 64. Little Soldier's Village; probably Vanderbilt Village; 39CA1. Detail from
Sheet 25 and detail from Johnson 2007a:176.

North Dakota
Feature 65. Indian camps
During the return journey in the fall of 1856, Hutton made sketches and descriptions of a
number of streams which join the Missouri. In his description of the Cannonball, he observes
“numerous Indian camps of last winter” some distance up the valley (Hanson 1996:144). Many
groups, including the Mandans, Hidatsas, and Arikaras, regularly took up winter quarters in the
sheltered bottomlands, though this was probably some other group as most surviving members of
these groups were by this time living farther north. The specific locations are not noted by
Hutton, so we can only speculate about the current state of these sites.
Feature 66. Old trading houses (N46.5022,W100.567)
On the east bank of the river near Long Lake Creek, almost directly opposite the future
site of Fort Rice, a small group of houses are shown (Figure 36a). Hutton describes these in his
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report as “some old Trading Houses” and later “some old houses of the Fur Company” (Hanson
1996:132, 144). Unfortunately, as the number of small trading posts is so large and the
documentation of them is so poor, we cannot be certain when or by who this post was built, or
even precisely who the intended patrons were, though the camp sites along the Cannonball noted
above are one possible candidate. Mattison's (1954) thorough review of known historic sites in
the Oahe Reservoir does not mention this post, and it does not appear in other cartographic
sources (Figure 36b). The site is under Lake Oahe today.

Figure 36. Feature 66. Old trading houses. Detail from Sheet 27 and detail from 1893 MRC
map.
Feature 67. Old Mandan villages; Huff Indian Village; 32MO11
Hutton states in his report that the expedition camped on July 3rd “near the site of old
Mandan villages” (Hanson 1996:131). This information is not included on any maps associated
with the expedition and is mentioned by Hutton only once, but based on the location given for
their camp site it is almost certainly Huff Indian Village which was being referred to. This
extremely significant Terminal Middle Missouri site was occupied in the 15th century, probably
for a relatively short time (Johnson 2007a:73). The first archaeological work at the site was
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undertaken in the 1930s (Will and Hecker 1944:19-23), and research has continued at the wellpreserved site in more recent decades (Howard 1962, Wood 1967, Ahler and Kvamme 2000,
Kvamme et al. 2009). It is today managed by the state of North Dakota as a State Historic Site.
Feature 68. Fort Clark; Mih-tutta-hang-kusch; 32ME2 (N47.2468,W101.27)
A detail showing this trading post is one of the only sections of this sketch map series to
have been published previously (Wood 1993a). The original settlement in this location was the
Mandan village Mih-tutta-hang-kusch in about 1822, with the first fur post built in 1831 by
James Kipp of the Columbia Fur Company (Wood et al. 2011:32, 38). The Mandans occupied
the village until the smallpox epidemic of 1837, when it was taken over by the Arikaras (Wood
1993a). The site continued to be an important trading center until the fort burned in 1860, and
the village was abandoned the next year. The history of this site has been presented at length by
Wood and colleagues (2011).
Many famous figures visited the fort during its operation, and they provide a huge
number of descriptions and images of it. These include George Catlin, Prince Maximilian of
Wied and Karl Bodmer, John Audubon, and many others (Wood 1993a). The journal of Francis
Chardon (1997), a trader at the fort, adds further to the documentary corpus and vividly records
the 1837 smallpox year.
The depiction of this site by the Warren party is interesting in several respects (Figure
37a). The site is drawn in greater detail than many, and appears to contain both circular and
square structures within the village proper – unsurprising as it is known to have contained a
mixture of earthlodges and log cabins (Wood et al. 2011:204), visible in an 1860 sketch by W.J.
Hays (Figure 37b, Taft 1946). Three enigmatic structures are also shown near the fort proper,
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though Wood (1993a) offers some possible interpretations. However, more significant is the
depiction of a large “corn field” in the bottomland adjacent to the village. This depiction gives
us an idea of the scale of agriculture undertaken at this site, and the reasonable accuracy which
the maps can be shown to possess allows us to have some confidence in the depiction. The
handful of fields shown in these maps are one of the earliest reasonably accurate depictions of
agricultural space on the Upper Missouri. Hutton supplements the map with a fairly lengthy
description of the fort and village, describing the latter as containing 60 lodges and 840
individuals (Hanson 1996:133).

Figure 37. Feature 68. Fort Clark; Mih-tutta-hang-kusch; 32ME2 and Feature 69. Mandan
village; Deapolis; Mitutahank; 32ME5. Detail from Sheet 30 and detail from 1860 drawing by
Hays, from Taft 1946.
The village and fort were located on a small terrace above the floodplain, and though
once immediately adjacent to the river it has since meandered away. The site was thus spared
damage through river action, and except for some small portion of the site lost to the eroding
terrace edge it is reasonably undisturbed. No structures remain, but many house depressions are
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quite visible. Fort Clark is today managed by the North Dakota State Historical Society as a
state historic site, with a short walking trail and interpretive signage (Wood 1993a). The site was
listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1986 as an archaeological district (Wood et
al. 2011:xi-xii). Archaeological projects of various sizes have been undertaken at the site many
times over the years, well summarized by Wood and colleagues (2011:213-246), and continue
today (Kvamme and Wiewel 2012).
Feature 69. Mandan village; Deapolis; Mitutahank; 32ME5 (N47.277,W101.329)
This small village was first recorded by Lewis and Clark in 1804, and it appears to have
been founded following a reorganization of the Hidatsa and Mandan tribes, who had reportedly
lived jointly at the Knife River Villages previously (Wood et al. 2011:30-31). The village at Fort
Clark, Mih-tutta-hang-kusch, was founded later by some of the inhabitants of Deapolis, though
the earlier site was not abandoned. It is referenced as “Small Village” or similar in some
contemporary accounts, and was evidently reliant on its larger neighbor for protection in later
years (Wood et al. 2011:33-34).
Following the disastrous smallpox epidemic of 1837 and the Arikara occupation of the
larger village, some of its former inhabitants probably rejoined the Mandans at Deapolis (Wood
et al. 2011:168). Some residents of this village moved to Fort Berthold after Like-a-Fishhook
was founded in 1845, but a small number evidently remained until 1858 or slightly later, when
they too moved to the new village. The Warren party thus record the last years of this village's
existence, and Hutton again gives a lengthy description and states that they were reported at 21
lodges containing 252 individuals (Hanson 1996:133). This value is roughly double those given
by various other near-contemporary accounts, as reproduced by Wood and colleagues (2011:168-
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169), and Hutton is probably in the wrong here.
The depiction on the Warren map is again a detailed one, including another (much
smaller) cornfield, a small drawing of horses grazing near the village, and, within the village, the
Arc of the First Man, a religious shrine (Figure 37a).
The name Deapolis is that of a pioneer river town established in the 1880s, long gone
today (R. S. Thompson 1961, Mattison 1955). The village site was destroyed in 1960 by a gravel
mining operation and the construction of a power plant, though a modest artifact collection was
made by two Bismark residents (R. S. Thompson 1961; McGonagle 1973). A single aerial
photograph exists of the site, taken in 1938, and it is reproduced by Wood and colleagues
(2011:33). The site is otherwise totally lost.
Feature 70. Old Village; Knife River Villages (N47.3275,W101.389) and Feature 71. Old Gros
Ventres Graves (N47.3571,W101.377)
At the mouth of the Knife River are a series of well-known Hidatsa earthlodge village
sites, appearing in numerous historic accounts and well studied archaeologically. The Warren
maps do not depict these sites as such, and indeed the latest occupied had been abandoned in
1845 when its inhabitants moved to Like-a-Fishhook (Ahler et al. 1991:85–86). What the Warren
expedition did record in this location were two small notations, one indicating an “old village”
near the mouth of the Knife and one indicating graves about two miles north (Figure 38a). The
village also appears on Warren's final 1857 map, as “Old Vill. of Gross Ventres.” There were
four earthlodge village sites near the mouth of the Knife River, and the vagueness of these
notations makes it somewhat unclear which were being indicated. It appears most likely that the
“old village” was Amahami Village, the southernmost of the major historic-period villages, as it
was then visible from the Missouri (Figure 38b, Ahler et al. 1991:95), and that the graves were
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associated with Big Hidatsa Village, the latest occupied site (Ahler et al. 1991:84,96).
Interestingly, Ahler and colleagues do not indicate a cemetery in this vicinity.

Figure 38. Feature 70. Old Village; Knife River Villages and Feature 71. Old Gros Ventres
Graves. Detail from Sheet 30 and 31 and 1909 map by A.B. Stout, from Ahler et al. 1991:95.
The region around the Knife had been the site of sedentary villages since roughly the year
1000, and the historic period villages are the last iteration of this very long tradition (Ahler et al.
1991:29-30). Indeed, the region had been an important one even before this, as a source of Knife
River Flint for toolmaking (Clayton et al. 1970). The area was occupied effectively continuously
into historic times, and though the specific sites present in historic times were founded within a
few centuries of their first recording, earlier sites often exist under or near them (Ahler et al.
1991:98).
A substantial percentage of the earthlodge villages in this area are today protected as part
of the Knife River Indian Villages National Historic Site, and most are reasonably well
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preserved. Amahami Village has not fared this well, and except for a single house depression it
has been entirely destroyed by development in the town of Stanton (Ahler et al. 1991:95-96).
The park is recognized as an invaluable archaeological resource, and today boasts an excellent
curatorial facility and museum space, though concerns have been expressed that not enough has
been done to protect archaeological sites from river erosion (National Parks Conservation
Association 2006).
Feature 72. Fort Berthold and Gros Ventres Village; Like-a-Fishhook; 32ML2
(N47.5138,W101.817)
The Hidatsa village Like-a-Fishhook was the last traditional earthlodge village on the
upper Missouri. It was founded in 1845, not long after the 1837 smallpox epidemic, as the
surviving Hidatsas and Mandans abandoned the old villages where so many had died (Gilman
and Schneider 1987:4). An American Fur Company post was quickly established at the new
village, and was called Fort Berthold after a company manager (Gilman and Schneider
1987:129). Like-a-Fishhook is described in some detail by Matthews (1877), Wilson (1917),
Gilman and Schneider (1987), and others. However, we have in the depiction by the Warren
expedition a striking record of this important and much-discussed site and one which provides a
more unified and perhaps more accurate view than most others (Figure 39a). Fort Berthold is
clearly visible with the village immediately adjacent, surrounded by a dotted-line palisade wall.
Rectangular structures shown in or adjacent to the village probably represent cabins, as they
generally do when they occur elsewhere in the map series. The dark circles shown behind the
fort, on either side of the “Ft. Berthold” notation, remain enigmatic. But perhaps most striking is
the large “corn field” shown filling the point to south of the village, with what appear to be field
divisions shown as well. That this area was used for gardening is well known from other
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sources, but no other map shows these gardens so completely. For example, comparing this map
with the map of these gardens given by Wilson (1917:107) in Figure 39a and b below, it is
evident that only a fraction are shown in this source, a fact which Wilson and his informant
Buffalo Bird Woman freely admit (note that these maps are oriented differently). Other maps of
Like-a-Fishhook treat these gardens even more cursorily, such as one reproduced by Gilman and
Schneider (1987:138). While we must assume that the field divisions shown in the Warren map
are merely schematic, as it is no more than a sketch map, this still shows us powerfully the scale
of this enterprise. Interestingly, a number of sources indicate that additional fields were located
on the far side of the fort proper, but these are not represented on the Warren map.

Figure 39. Feature 72. Fort Berthold and Gros Ventres Village; Like-a-Fishhook; 32ML2. Detail
from Sheet 32 and map from Wilson 1917:107.
Hutton mentions the gardens on the point in his report, noting that the soil appeared poor
and sandy to him but that the natives seemed to raise crops without difficulty (Hanson
1996:133). This is an interesting statement in light of the later explosion of agricultural activity
in this exact area, principally after the European model. Indeed, if the 1893 Missouri River
Commission maps are to be believed, the “Indian Agency Farm” was by that time over 130 acres
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in size, easily the largest single farm documented by that map series and all the more striking
because it is surrounded by others, some of them quite large (USGS Biological Resources
Division 2002). However, the size of this activity is misleading, and, as Gilman and Schneider
(1987:201) describe, the large scale agricultural activities at Fort Berthold were ultimately
curtailed as a failure, due to short seasons and insufficient moisture. However, we know from
Wilson (1917) that traditional agriculture at this site was perfectly successful, a fact which
underlines the degree to which the traditional approach was based on an understanding of the
local ecology and relied on plant varieties which were well suited to it.
This site is today inundated by Lake Sakakawea, though extensive salvage work was
performed prior to its destruction (G. H. Smith 1972). In fact, the filling of the reservoir was
delayed while the Missouri Basin survey team devoted all available funds and personnel to the
final season at the site in 1954 (Mattes 1960).
Feature 73. Cabins; Fort Maneury (N47.76,W102.432)
A small group of cabins is shown on the north bank (Figure 40a) a few miles above the
future site of Independence, a reservation town discussed at length by Gilman and Schneider
(1987). The location is approximately identical to the site of Fort Maneury as given in the 1893
Missouri River Commission map (Figure 40b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002), and
most likely it is this small post which was being depicted. Hutton makes no comment, and Fort
Maneury itself is so little known that the probability of this identification is difficult to assess.
We do not know the date of this post's founding, though it was probably later than the 1845 Fort
Berthold, or any details of its operation. Coues, in a footnote to Larpenteur's autobiography,
suggests that it was named for Charles Malnouri, a trader and Hidatsa and Arikara interpreter on
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the Upper Missouri for many years (Larpenteur 1898:310, Boller 2008:112-113). This
possibility is corroborated by Mattison (1955), who states that an interview with Malnouri's
daughter indicated that the trader had an establishment in the vicinity in the 1870s. Another
informant stated that the site was a stage stop between Fort Stevenson and Fort Buford. Mattison
(1955) describes limited field reconnaissance undertaken in the attempt to locate the site, but no
further work was done. The site is lost to Lake Sakakawea.

Figure 40. Feature 73. Cabins; Fort Maneury. Detail from Sheet 34 and detail from 1893 MRC
map.
Feature 74. Drying Scaffold (N47.8088,W102.637)
Not far upriver from the site of Fort Maneury, near the mouth of a creek later called
Indian Creek and today Bear Den Creek, a notation indicates the location of a drying scaffold
(Figure 41a). Such scaffolds are discussed at length by Wilson (1917), and were used by the
Hidatsas and other tribes to air-dry corn, meat, and other foodstuffs. They were generally located
near homes, and the apparent isolation of this one is interesting. Tantalizingly, the 1907 Sitting
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Rabbit map calls this creek Mandan Camp Creek, but this could easily be unrelated (Figure 41b,
Thiessen et al. 1979). Lewis and Clark camped at roughly this site in 1806 and called the creek
Charbonneau's Creek, but this is also clearly unrelated (Mattison 1955). Two archaeological
sites, 39DU8 and 39DU9, have been identified not far away, but both are probably considerably
earlier in date (Metcalf 1963:35, 48–52). No records indicate any habitation near this site as late
as the 1850s, and the distance from Like-a-Fishhook is too great to reasonably suggest that a
resident was keeping a garden at this site. No ready explanation presents itself, and as the site is
inundated by Lake Sakakawea today the question is unlikely to be answered.

Figure 41. Feature 74. Drying Scaffold. Detail from Sheet 34 and detail from 1907 Sitting
Rabbit map, from Thiessen et al. 1979.
Feature 75. Fort William; Fort Mortimer (N47.9782,W103.999)
This fur post was situated on the north bank of the river, just below the confluence with
the Yellowstone (Figure 42a). Nearly the same location would later be the site of Fort Buford,
and in fact Fort William has been confused with it archaeologically (Coles 2004). The original
Fort William was built in 1833 by the firm of Sublette & Campbell as an “opposition post”
against the American Fur Company and was named for William Sublette, the head of the
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company (De Land 1902:355). Charles Larpenteur, who was present at the construction of this
fort, describes it in detail in his autobiography (1898:51–53, 60–62). This first version of Fort
William was occupied only one year, as Sublette and Campbell sold out to the American Fur
Company in 1834 and the fort was abandoned (De Land 1902:355). At least some of the
buildings from this first fort were dismantled and rebuilt adjacent to Fort Union (Larpenteur
1898:72; Coles 2004:26). Coles differentiates these two locations as Fort William I and II
(2004:2-3).
A new structure also appearing in some accounts as Fort William was later constructed on
the same site as the first, at least in part of adobe rather than wood (De Land 1902:355). This
new opposition post was built in 1842 by Fulton Cutting of the Union Fur Company, and was
officially called Fort Mortimer after Mortimer Livingston (Sunder 1993:54). It was apparently
purchased and rebuilt by Harvey Primeau and Company in 1845 (Coles 2004:29). Coues, in a
footnote to Larpenteur (1898:52–53), suggests that this post operated until 1858, and observes
that it is called Fort William in many accounts (see also Coles 2004:29). It was apparently still
partly standing in 1865, when Fort Buford was constructed (De Land 1902:355). Obviously, it is
this later structure which appears in the Warren map. Hutton notes that in 1856 the fort was
operated by a company composed of former American Fur Company employees, owned by
Honoré Picotte and Kenneth McKenzie (Hanson 1996:135). He also states that he thought the
site a better one than that of Fort Union.
Fort Buford, built on the site of Fort William I in 1865, is today a state historic site (State
Historical Society of North Dakota 2009). A few structures from this later fort still stand, and the
site is operated as an interpretive museum. Though some amount of research has been conducted
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on Fort Buford, evidently none has identified the earlier Fort William I.
Feature 76. Fort Union; 32WI17 (N48.0007,W104.038)
Scarcely two miles above Fort William, Fort Union was a large American Fur Company
post (Figure 42a). The fort was first constructed in 1829 and was initially called Fort Floyd,
after a congressman who favored American occupation of “Oregon country” (Barbour 2002:41).
An earlier Fort Floyd, better known as Kipp's Post, had existed near the White Earth River from
1826 until the new post was built in 1829 and assumed the name of its predecessor (Wood 2011).
Confusingly, a different post called Fort Union was established by the same fur company at
roughly the same time, about 200 miles up the Yellowstone (De Land 1902:351). This fort was
quickly abandoned, however, and the name settled on the second Fort Floyd. Supposedly, the
name was coined by Kenneth McKenzie, then an important figure in the American Fur Company,
as a reference to the desired “union” with the free hunters of the Rocky Mountains which this
far-western fort would allow. The fort was extremely successful and profitable, and became one
of the largest and most important forts of the American Fur Company. The documentary and
graphic record of the site is vast, as it was visited by numerous explorers and artists including
Catlin, Maximilian of Wied, and Audubon, and this material is well reviewed by Barbour (2002).
Additionally, Charles Larpenteur came to Fort Union as a clerk in 1834 and later was a trader
there, and his autobiography contains much information about the site (Larpenteur 1898). The
fort continued to operate as a fur post until 1867, when it was sold to the US Army and torn
down, with some of its material being re-used in the construction of Fort Buford (National Park
Service n.d.; Coles 2004:7).
The depiction in the Warren map is reasonably accurate based on comparison with the
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wealth of other drawings in Barbour (2002). The two corner bastions are shown, and a
freestanding structure of some sort, or perhaps group of structures within a wall, is shown to the
east of the fort proper (Figure 42a). This is probably identical with a small group of buildings
shown in two other drawings reproduced by Barbour (2002:64, 85), one of which is shown in
Figure 42b, and it seems very probable that they are the reconstructed buildings taken from the
first Fort William, called Fort William II by Coles (see above) (Larpenteur 1898:72; Coles
2004:31–33).

Figure 42. Feature 75. Fort William; Fort Mortimer and Feature 76. Fort Union; 32WI17. Detail
from Sheet 38 and detail from 1840's view of Fort Union, from Barbour 2002:85.
Though the fort was torn down in 1867, interest in its historical significance appeared
very early. The site was made a state historic site in 1938, a national historic landmark in 1961,
and finally was made part of the National Park system as the Fort Union Trading Post National
Historic Site in 1966 (National Parks Conservation Association 2006; National Park Service
n.d.). Congress passed a bill in 1985 to build a replica of the trading post, and in advance of this
activity the site was the subject of intensive archaeological work by the National Park Service
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Midwest Archaeological Center beginning the next year (National Park Service n.d.). Based on
data from these excavations and from the wealth of historic documentation, replicas of many
parts of the fur post have been built roughly reflecting their 1850 appearance (National Parks
Conservation Association 2006). The site today operates as a living history museum, trying to
capture for visitors the feel of a nineteenth century trading post. The facility also maintains a
large research collection, primarily composed of artifacts and excavation records (National Park
Service n.d.). A vast number of scholarly papers and presentations have come out of the Fort
Union material, and a bibliography is given by the National Park Service (n.d.). The Fort
William II portion of the site has also been studied (Coles 2004:33-43).

Montana
Feature 77. Cabins; Fort Stewart (N48.1364,W104.71)
The only cultural feature recorded above the Yellowstone was a small group of cabins on
the north bank of the river, about five miles above Big Muddy Creek (Figure 43a). Though the
Warren expedition did not identify it as such, this was certainly Fort Stewart, a small fur post
built in 1854 by the firm of Frost, Todd, and Co. (Larpenteur 1898:306). Larptenteur and his
editor Coues provide nearly all of our knowledge about this post, also reviewed in Sunder
(1993). Larpenteur first came to the fort in 1857 while in the employment of Clark, Primeau,
and Co., who had recently purchased it. Larpenteur was a trader there on behalf of that company
until 1860 when the firm consolidated with the American Fur Company, giving them an effective
monopoly in the region (1898:309). They proceeded to cut staff, including Larpenteur, and
closed the post. However, Larpenteur and a group of fellow lay-offs founded a new opposition
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company and returned the next year. Fort Stewart had been burned during its brief abandonment,
as had Fort Kipp, a small post which Larpenteur indicates was “within 200 yards of Fort
Stewart” (1898:316). This American Fur Company post had been built in 1859 on the order of
James Kipp to compete with Fort Stewart, and its construction was one of the last orders issued
by that venerable figure of the fur trade (Wood 2011). Larpenteur rebuilt on the site of Fort
Kipp, reusing its standing chimneys, beginning briefly in 1860 and completing it in 1861
(1898:335). The second Fort Stewart reportedly consisted of a few buildings with no stockade.
However, Larpenteur sold out the next year to the newly formed La Barge, Harkness, and Co.
and the fort seems to have been abandoned for good at that point (1898:340).
Coues, in a footnote to Larpenteur (1898:306-307), indicates that a chimney from this fort
was still standing in 1893, allowing him to be certain of its location. Clearly this was the second
Fort Stewart, and the chimney was quite probably one of the same ones re-used from Fort Kipp.
This is corroborated by the 1893 Missouri River Commission map, which indicates a standing
chimney at the “Site of Fort Stewart” very near the location given in the Warren map (Figure
43b, USGS Biological Resources Division 2002). The Warren map is quite possibly the only
depiction of the very short-lived first Fort Stewart.
The site is today part of the Fort Peck Reservation. Private homes stand near the fort
locations, but it appears likely that both are preserved to some degree. Neither has been studied
archaeologically.
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Figure 43. Feature 77. Cabins; Fort Stewart. Detail from Sheet 40 and detail from 1893 MRC
map.
Feature 78. Braseau's Houses; Brazeau House
The Warren expedition produced sketch maps of the Yellowstone River as far as its
junction with the Powder River in 1856, but these maps are not among those preserved in this
group of records. However, Warren's final 1857 map gives us some indication of what they
recorded in this area, even depicting their route. A single cultural feature is included in this less
than ideal coverage, a small group of trading houses near present-day Savage, Montana labeled
“Braseau's Houses.” Joseph Edward Brazeau was a fur trader who had been active in this region
since around 1830, though in 1850 he was placed in charge of Jasper House, a Hudson Bay
Company post near Vancouver, and so would not have been present in 1856 (McMicking
1981:100). Brazeau House, as it was called, was built as an independent post probably not long
after Brazeau's arrival in the region, though the specific date is not known (Aaberg et al.
2006:287). It was most likely abandoned when it was passed by the Warren expedition in 1856,
as Brazeau himself was long gone and Hutton does not mention the post in his report (Hanson
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1996). This site is not known archaeologically, but based on its location in a floodplain subject
to considerable river meander, it is very probably lost.
Feature 79. Forts erected by the Crows or Blackfeet
At two points during the expedition's progress up the Yellowstone, Hutton observed
evidence of fortifications which he identifies as being built by either the Crows or Blackfeet
“during their war & hunting parties” (Hanson 1996:138) The first is near present-day Fallon, on
the north side of the river, where they found “evidence of forts or barricades.” Second, at the
farthest point up the Yellowstone reached by the expedition, immediately opposite the Powder
River, Hutton records in his report “two Blackfeet forts.” More than this is not known, and in the
absence of specific location information it would be quite difficult to determine more about these
short-lived sites. Based on the general locations given, it appears that the first has probably been
lost to river meander but that the river has meandered little in the vicinity of the second.
However, preservation of such ephemeral constructions is quite unlikely.
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CHAPTER 3 - ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
One of the truly unique features of the Warren sketch maps is the level of detail lavished
on recording the environment. A wide range of symbols are used to indicate remarkably specific
land cover types, and extra notations often indicate even more specific information, such as
species and quality of a stand of trees. Furthermore, Hutton was very much on the lookout for
locations which might support a military post or Euro-American farm, and as a result he often
makes even more detailed supplemental observations in his report (Hanson 1996). This makes
the Warren maps an unparalleled record of the environmental condition of this period. Even the
1893 Missouri River Commission maps are comparatively vague in recording this information,
and truly equivalent data could not be derived from any other source until the earliest aerial
photographs. As settlement was relatively sparse on the upper Missouri at this time, the Warren
maps offer a unique opportunity to compare vegetation communities with the earlier Native
American village sites which shaped them.
That landscape modifications and vegetation use can be observed in later vegetation
communities has been shown by numerous archaeological and ecological studies. Such studies
have addressed many different questions relating to this issue, including past landscape
reconstruction, often informed by archaeobotanical work (Odgaard and Rasmussen 2000;
Fritschle 2008), identification of human-induced vegetation change (Foster et al. 2002; Motzkin
et al. 2002; Briggs et al. 2007), and the identification of unknown archaeological sites or
components of them (Lasaponara and Masini 2007; Bradford 2009). The focus in much such
work is on understanding the history of modern environmental conditions and the processes
which produced them, or on generating an accurate reconstruction of a historic situation in order
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to assess human resource use and other processes. The objective here is related to both of these.
Along the heavily modified Missouri, the creation of a relatively accurate reconstruction of
1850s vegetation patterns would be highly desirable, especially in light of the fact that much of
the river is flooded by reservoirs today, severely limiting the possibilities for archaeobotanical or
other reconstruction methods. With this accomplished, this historic land cover data can be
discussed in light of earlier archaeological site distributions in order to assess the relationship
between the site locations and environmental conditions.
Environmental data from the Warren maps and expedition reports was digitized using
ArcGIS software beginning just below the Cheyenne River and continuing to just above the
Cannonball River. This was achieved through comparing the roughly georeferenced sketch maps
with the 1893 Missouri River Commission maps and digitizing polygons which roughly fit the
environmental information into the more accurate topography of the later maps. The basic
symbology from the Warren maps was followed, including dense timber, scattered timber,
prairie, sand bars, marshes, and young growths (1-3 years) of willow or cottonwood. Most of
these categories are shown in Figure 44, a detail from this digitized stretch. Where additional
information, such as species, was available, this was noted as well. There are some obvious
limitations of this data, perhaps the most important being that conditions in most areas were
observed from the river only, and as such information was generally only recorded immediately
adjacent to the river, sometimes not even reaching the bluffline. Second, the “prairie” category
includes a range of environments, from rich bottomlands to rolling prairie which gradually steps
up to the blufftop. Indeed, in some locations it is clear that the prairie recorded extended well
beyond the indicated area, but to realistically estimate this extra coverage would be impossible.
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There was also some difficulty in differentiating between dense and scattered timber, as the
symbols used were very similar and often grade into one another, as they no doubt did in reality.

Figure 44. Detail from Sheet 26 showing digitized environmental data.
Environmental information was digitized beginning just below the Cheyenne River and
continuing to just above the Cannonball River, with this choice being made in order to include a
reasonable number of major recent archaeological sites as well as long stretches with few or no
sites for comparison. Digitized areas are shown in black in Figure 45. Additionally, these data
will be furnished to the Cheyenne River Reservation, where they will be employed as part of the
Flora Restoration Project underway there to recreate lost bottomland environments and reduce
bank erosion (Holst et al. 2011).
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Figure 45. Area of digitized environmental data.
Data on approximate locations and date ranges for major village sites in this area were
derived from Johnson (2007a) and are shown in Figure 46. Sites occupied 1700 and later were
used, with earlier periods not included both because land cover type is more affected by recent
habitation and because site distribution in earlier periods was to a large degree similar. These
data have inherent limitations, as they do not include seasonal or temporary camps and are based
on what can only be a limited archaeological record. However, they do allow at least some
locations of long term semi-permanent settlement to be identified, with the caveat that they are
necessarily incomplete. Additionally, the small number of sites occupied in 1856 and recorded
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by the Warren expedition were included as well.

Figure 46. Sites used, 1700-1856.

Visual Patterns
A population of people has a few basic requirements which will both influence their
choice of settlement location and alter the environment around them. These include timber for
fire and building, fresh water, and food sources. Of these, timber is the most likely to be visible
in later environmental patterns, because heavy use will be visible for a considerable time
afterward. Similarly, areas which do not support large stands of timber because of a narrow
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bottomland or other reasons will probably be largely avoided. Food availability is more difficult
to observe, especially since a variety of foodstuffs would be important at different times of the
year, but generally speaking we might expect the more diverse environments offering a variety of
potential food sources and those areas with richer soil to be favored, as well as those offering
easy access to the high plains and the resources there. Water availability is not a very limiting
factor along the Missouri, for obvious reasons.
As can be seen in Figure 46, recent archaeological sites within the study area are
concentrated very heavily in two clusters, one within about 10 miles of the Cheyenne River and
one within about 10 miles of the Grand River. A few sites occur elsewhere, but they are much
more widely spaced and fewer in number than the sites within these two high-density areas.
Long stretches also occur with no recent village sites included in the available data, most notably
the area from the modern border between North and South Dakota to the northern limit of the
study area. Indeed, Johnson (2007a) indicates no sites in this direction until the Heart River, near
modern Bismark, and sites remain sparse in this stretch through all time periods. The other
noticeable region without recent sites is the immediate vicinity of the Moreau River, which
seems incongruous with the large numbers of sites near the Cheyenne and Grand. Johnson does
not indicate any sites near the mouth of this river after about 1700, and even before this they
were at a very low density compared with other locations. The area did have numerous sites at
one time, but based on Johnson (2007a) this has not been true since about 1550.
Identification of environmental differences associated with these distribution patterns is
not straightforward. Clearly areas near major tributary stream are favored, and no doubt a
variety of factors made these areas attractive. The Warren party recorded large amounts of
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timber around each of these rivers, and access to this important resource might be reason enough,
but such streams also offer additional bottomland which might provide food, areas protected
from the weather by the fairly narrow valleys and thus good for winter camps, and travel
corridors both by water and on foot. Of course, both the Moreau and Cannonball offer these
amenities, and it is not obvious why neither was favored. Hutton does describe the timber
around the Moreau as “stunted,” so perhaps it was less desirable for this reason (Hanson
1996:144). He has only good things to say about the Cannonball, however, so perhaps some
other factor is at work.
Is is also noteworthy that timber in the southern parts of the study area is generally more
sparse, often occurring merely as a fringe along the riverbank with open prairie behind, and even
in larger stands it is generally “scattered” rather than “dense,” though as already noted these
categories are difficult to differentiate. In contrast, the northern portion of the study area,
beginning about 20 miles above the Grand, contains much larger amounts of “dense” timber. As
Hutton describes it “eligible location for farming purposes present themselves on each bank
alternately, the low bottoms being thickly fringed with timber, rising back to well drained
prairies” (Hanson 1996:132). It seems reasonable to suggest that this greater availability of
timber is in part a result of less frequent settlement in the area in the preceding 150 years.
The notations regarding species of tree do not seem to be related to settlement patterns.
Most identified timber was cottonwood, though a few unusual areas include other types such as
ash, oak, elm, and wild cherry. However, the area immediately around the Cheyenne has no
species noted other than cottonwood, with some elm and ash a bit farther up, while around the
Grand cottonwood, oak, and elm are recorded. More importantly, other stretches with similar
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species do not have the same concentration of settlement. Again, the lack of settlement around
the Cannonball is unexplained, as the vegetation here was cottonwood and oak, quite similar to
the area around the Grand.
Griffin (1977) has suggested that the important point about timber availability along the
Missouri was not its species but rather its size. He notes that, based on a sample of postmolds
from the literature, a fairly limited range of sizes were used in lodge construction and argues that
the availability of straight timber of the appropriate size would have been considerably more
important than other aspects of timber availability. Fawcett (1988) lends support to this view, as
he calculates possible timber use at the Huff site and concludes that depletion of timber would
have been virtually impossible based on the raw volume which could have been used. If this is
correct, availability of timber needed for specialized uses, like house construction, may have
been a more important concern than simple timber availability per se. Griffin (1977) argues that
this would have resulted in a preference for locations near fairly young stands of straight, dense
cottonwood and willow. Unfortunately, though the Warren material does indicate tree size for
some stands of timber, sometimes numerically but generally simply as “small” or “large,” these
notations are far from complete, rendering them of little use for interpreting village locations.
It is interesting in light of the patterns which are visible to consider the admittedly sparse
record provided by the Warren material of village and camp sites which had recently been
occupied at the time. These data are far from perfect, as they include a mixture of temporary
camps which happened to be present when the expedition passed and occasional notations of
former camp sites, with no “permanent” villages at all, unsurprising because the groups who
inhabited the region by this time did not build them traditionally. Though the people who lived
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in these temporary camps obviously had the same basic needs as those of the earlier villages,
they were living in a time when the growing tide of Euro-Americans had a profound effect on
their lives and undoubtedly influenced their choice of camp sites. Furthermore, a temporary
camp site might be less needy than a permanent village, and could perhaps be situated in a
location which would not support the latter. However, with these caveats in mind, the pattern
recorded of camp locations in 1856 is interesting when compared with the distributions of earlier
sites.
To a large extent, areas rich in older archaeological sites were not being used as camp
sites when recorded by the Warren expedition, while previously less utilized regions, containing
denser timber as noted above, were evidently favored. Specifically, the area around the
Cheyenne had no recorded camp, and though a small trading house probably indicates camp sites
further inland this is still a radical departure from past trends, while the previously unfavored
Cannonball was the site of “numerous Indian camps of last winter” (Hanson 1996:144).
Similarly, a group of Yanktonais under Little Soldier and another unspecified group were camped
near the modern border of North and South Dakota, another section previously much avoided.
However, the area around the Grand seems to have remained a desirable site, as the cottonwood
in the area was “much thinned out by the Indians for camping purposes,” and Two Bears and his
band were also camped nearby (Hanson 1996:144). The Moreau continued to be avoided.
Though we must not get carried away ascribing meaning to these patterns, this evidence
does suggest that lengthy occupation in a concentrated area influenced the later availability and
quality of timber, and that temporary camps in later years, perhaps with greater freedom of site
choice because of their shorter duration, favored these areas somewhat. Other factors are no
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doubt at work here, and we know that the Yanktonais under Two Bears and Little Soldier were in
the vicinity because of the recent treaty signing at Fort Pierre and might have been somewhere
else entirely otherwise. However, this does not prevent us from interpreting their choice of camp
sites. It is also possible that the inclusion of only permanent village sites among the earlier
archaeological material is misleading, as these groups would have moved to winter villages for
part of the year and may have then utilized some of the apparently barren stretches.

Statistical Patterns
The relationship between the environmental data recorded by the Warren expedition and
archaeological site locations can also be interpreted more analytically, but the nature of the data
present unique problems in doing so. First, the manner in which the information was recorded
produces a very irregular coverage, expanding in wider areas with better visibility and
constricting when the river passes between narrow bluffs. Islands often blocked any record of
the vegetation on the far side, and only in the few areas examined over land is there information
any distance from the river. As such, many of the major archaeological sites are located
sufficiently far from the river that no environmental information was recorded in their actual
location, making it impossible to interpret land cover directly on top of them. Similarly, taking a
simple radius around each site would lead to wildly unrepresentative information, as some sites
would capture considerably more data than others in this way.
It was decided that the most representative approach was to treat the data as linear rather
than areal. The total linear coverage of each land cover type within the study area was measured,
with “scattered” and “dense” timber combined because of their unclear symbology and “no
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value” used for bluffs and for areas left blank. However, because some large stands of timber
and particularly desirable prairies were fairly unambiguous, these were treated as separate
classes from other timber and prairie, though the analysis below also considers the data with
these split categories combined. For comparison against these background values, site
catchments were created by drawing a line through each site parallel to the local river course and
defining a catchment as everything within two lines drawn perpendicular to the first either one or
two miles on either side of the site, resulting in catchments totaling two or four miles in length.
Again, land cover was measured linearly. Resources on both sides of the river were treated
equally, though they were excluded if the catchment crossed the river twice to reach them. All
measurements were made in miles because this was the measurement unit used in the original
maps. Figure 47 shows the catchments for the Leavenworth site as an example. The imperfect
correspondence between the environmental data and the Warren map, particularly evident at the
top of the figure, is the result of inaccuracy in the sketch maps corrected by reference to the 1893
Missouri River Commission maps.
Proximity to major river mouths was also investigated, as well as proximity to trading
houses and to other village sites. Major rivers are defined as any depicted in the original maps as
an area rather than a line. All of these features are essentially point attractors, but in order to
make them more comparable with the other classes and give them somewhat more weight, these
features were buffered into lines of either two or four miles, matching the size of village
catchments. Because village sites often cluster rather closely together, this resulted in many very
high values for proximity to other villages (overlap between village catchments), potentially
problematic because this category is more arbitrarily defined than the environmental data and
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might obscure patterning in it. As such, the analysis below was performed both with all
measurements taken and with the “social factors,” villages and trading houses, excluded.

Figure 47. Example site catchments for the Leavenworth site, detail from Sheet 24.
This is not a perfect system. The method employed for defining site catchments, though
reasonably appropriate to the data at hand, is considerably less representative of true resource
availability than a simple areal measurement or one weighted by cost of travel would be.
However, such measurements are only meaningful if data are continuous, and are clearly not
appropriate in this case. Similarly, resources across the river should perhaps be more difficult to
reach than those on the same side, though this would certainly not be true during winter when the
river freezes over in this area. Even in summer, historic accounts describe the “very fair speed”
with which the river could be crossed in a bull-boat (e.g. Bond 1877). An agent-based model
with travel speed based on a cost surface would probably represent this most accurately, but such
development is beyond the scope of this project and in any case would also require fuller
environmental information. Finally, as described above, particularly desirable timber and prairie
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resources were measured as separate categories from the normal resources, and each of these
“good” classes has a very small number of examples in the study area, largely guided by
observations from Hutton's report regarding exceptional quality of some resources (Hanson
1996). The subjectivity inherent in defining these classes was nevertheless worrisome, and as
such the results of the analysis are presented both with these categories preserved and with them
combined with their normal counterparts.
For analysis, environmental information was tabulated for each village catchment
individually and for the entire background of the study area. The values for all village
catchments were combined, and then both these values and the background values were
expressed as proportions of their respective totals in order to make comparisons between them.
These calculations were also made for each village site individually, and these data are included
in Appendix 2. A simple significance test was performed, comparing the proportions of different
zones within the catchments against the background proportions to assess the similarity between
the two, following Mendenhall (1975:198–199). Significant deviation might suggest preference
for or avoidance of an environmental zone, or alternatively environmental conditions resulting
from village site activities. The equation used was of the form:

Where

is the value being tested, in this case the site catchment proportions,

is the

background value, and n is the number of observations, 25 in this case. The z statistic represents
the cumulative area under a normal curve, with increasingly high absolute values reflecting
lower probability of the measurement occurring at random. These probabilities can be expressed
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as a p statistic, given in the tables below, which express the percentage chance of the
measurement occurring by random chance. For example, a p value of .01 would indicate a 1%
chance of random occurrence. A common p value significance threshold is .05, with any results
of .05 or smaller considered to be significant, and this convention is followed here.
Basic results for 1 and 2 mile catchments are presented below. Note that these refer to
areas within 1 or 2 miles of the site in either direction, resulting in a total catchment of double
the given size. It is immediately obvious from the resulting p values that the proportions of most
land cover types are not significantly different from the background distributions. Data from
within 1 mile catchments do show an almost statistically significant preference for wide timber
and a very weak avoidance of thin timber, while 2 mile catchments indicate a significant
preference for proximity to other villages and, again, weak avoidance of thin timber. That a
preference for wide timber would be more evident in the 1 mile catchments is probably a result
of village locations very near (sometimes in) these fairly small environmental zones, such that
they dominate the catchments of some villages in a way that they cannot do at the 2 mile level
because they are too small. Thus, to the extent that we can believe in the somewhat arbitrary
“wide timber” as a category, it appears that there is some real relationship between it and site
locations. At the 2 mile level, proximity to other villages becomes highly significant,
unsurprising because of the high clustering which they display visually. This pattern does not
appear as strongly in the 1 mile catchments because the spacing between villages was too great
for many to overlap at this level. The avoidance of thin timber is quite weak in both cases, but
may perhaps reflect avoidance of areas where the river trench was thinner and fewer resource
types would be available.
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wide timber
thin timber
young w or c
good prairie
other prairie
sand bar
marsh
no value
river mouth
trading house
village

Table 1. Results for one mile catchments.
Background
Catchments
z
0.01420
0.05577
1.75658
0.35728
0.21242
-1.51145
0.11834
0.08755
-0.47663
0.02681
0.06494
1.18045
0.14859
0.16151
0.18160
0.04959
0.05081
0.02806
0.00335
0.00000
-0.28992
0.17652
0.20400
0.36036
0.01915
0.01388
-0.19219
0.00638
0.00000
-0.40074
0.07979
0.14912
1.27937

p
0.07899
0.13067
0.63363
0.23782
0.85590
0.97762
0.77187
0.71858
0.84759
0.68861
0.20077

wide timber
thin timber
young w or c
good prairie
other prairie
sand bar
marsh
no value
river mouth
trading house
village

Table 2. Results for two mile catchments.
Background
Catchments
z
0.01285
0.03768
1.10237
0.32324
0.19351
-1.38680
0.10706
0.07040
-0.59284
0.02425
0.05130
0.87895
0.13443
0.13044
-0.05852
0.04487
0.03973
-0.12421
0.00303
0.00000
-0.27572
0.15970
0.16433
0.06325
0.03465
0.02386
-0.29504
0.01155
0.00389
-0.35840
0.14437
0.28486
1.99874

p
0.27030
0.16550
0.55328
0.37943
0.95333
0.90115
0.78276
0.94957
0.76796
0.72005
0.04564

Out of concern that the arbitrarily defined rules for proximity to other villages were
skewing the proportions, the analysis was repeated with the “social factors,” villages and trading
houses, omitted. At the 1 mile level, results were broadly similar, with significant preference for
wide timber and weak avoidance of thin timber, though the preference for wide timber is
stronger than in the first analysis. A very weak preference for “good” prairie is also evident,
which would not be surprising given the desirability of these areas. At the 2 mile level, removal
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of the social factors results in virtually no significant patterning, with a weak preference visible
for wide timber.

wide timber
thin timber
young w or c
good prairie
other prairie
sand bar
marsh
no value
river mouth

Table 3. Results for one mile catchments, environment only.
Background
Catchments
z
0.01554
0.06554
2.02130
0.39097
0.24965
-1.44803
0.12950
0.10289
-0.39623
0.02934
0.07632
1.39223
0.16260
0.18982
0.36872
0.05427
0.05972
0.12021
0.00367
0.00000
-0.30333
0.19316
0.23975
0.59000
0.02095
0.01631
-0.16201

p
0.04325
0.14761
0.69194
0.16385
0.71233
0.90431
0.76164
0.55519
0.87130

wide timber
thin timber
young w or c
good prairie
other prairie
sand bar
marsh
no value
river mouth

Table 4. Results for two mile catchments, environment only.
Background
Catchments
z
0.01522
0.05298
1.54178
0.38294
0.27208
-1.14038
0.12684
0.09898
-0.41850
0.02873
0.07212
1.29860
0.15927
0.18340
0.32975
0.05316
0.05585
0.06012
0.00359
0.00000
-0.30019
0.18920
0.23105
0.53427
0.04105
0.03354
-0.18917

p
0.12313
0.25413
0.67558
0.19408
0.74159
0.95206
0.76403
0.59316
0.84996

As noted above, the division of the timber and prairie categories into more and less
desirable zones, while based on the primary documentation, was of necessity somewhat arbitrary.
As such, the analysis was repeated with these categories combined. At the 1 mile level, this
results in a total lack of significant patterning, while at the 2 mile level only the preference for
proximity to other villages already noted remains visible.
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Table 5. Results for one mile catchments, categories combined.
Background
Catchments
z
timber
0.37148
0.26819
-1.06879
young w or c
0.11834
0.08755
-0.47663
prairie
0.17540
0.22645
0.67119
sand bar
0.04959
0.05081
0.02806
marsh
0.00335
0.00000
-0.28992
no value
0.17652
0.20400
0.36036
river mouth
0.01915
0.01388
-0.19219
trading house
0.00638
0.00000
-0.40074
village
0.07979
0.14912
1.27937

p
0.28516
0.63363
0.50210
0.97762
0.77187
0.71858
0.84759
0.68861
0.20077

Table 6. Results for two mile catchments, categories combined.
Background
Catchments
z
timber
0.33609
0.23119
-1.11030
young w or c
0.10706
0.07040
-0.59284
prairie
0.15869
0.18174
0.31542
sand bar
0.04487
0.03973
-0.12421
marsh
0.00303
0.00000
-0.27572
no value
0.15970
0.16433
0.06325
river mouth
0.03465
0.02386
-0.29504
trading house
0.01155
0.00389
-0.35840
village
0.14437
0.28486
1.99874

p
0.26687
0.55328
0.75244
0.90115
0.78276
0.94957
0.76796
0.72005
0.04564

For completeness, the analysis was performed a final time with both the categories
combined and the social factors omitted. Unsurprisingly, this results in no significant patterning
whatsoever, with the proportions of resources within site catchments broadly very similar to the
background distribution. This puts the possibility of making far-reaching interpretations about
the relationship between site locations and the environmental data available in serious question.
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Table 7. Results for one mile catchments, categories combined, environment only.
Background
Catchments
z
p
timber
0.40651
0.31519
-0.92955
0.35261
young w or c
0.12950
0.10289
-0.39623
0.69194
prairie
0.19194
0.26614
0.94203
0.34618
sand bar
0.05427
0.05972
0.12021
0.90431
marsh
0.00367
0.00000
-0.30333
0.76164
no value
0.19316
0.23975
0.59000
0.55519
river mouth
0.02095
0.01631
-0.16201
0.87130
Table 8. Results for two mile catchments, categories combined, environment only.
Background
Catchments
z
p
timber
0.39817
0.32505
-0.74681
0.45518
young w or c
0.12684
0.09898
-0.41850
0.67558
prairie
0.18800
0.25552
0.86407
0.38755
sand bar
0.05316
0.05585
0.06012
0.95206
marsh
0.00359
0.00000
-0.30019
0.76403
no value
0.18920
0.23105
0.53427
0.59316
river mouth
0.04105
0.03354
-0.18917
0.84996
Discussion
Both visual and statistical interpretation of the relationship between village site locations
and the environmental data from the Warren maps suggest that the relationship between the two
is of limited interpretive power. We can see both visually and statistically at the two mile level
that there was a high degree of clustering of village sites, and it appears that the presence of other
villages, whether still occupied or not, may have been a factor with a strong influence over site
choice. Indeed, at least two of the occupation sites recorded by the Warren expedition appear to
have been directly on top of former villages. Beyond this, both methods of interpretation suggest
some relationship with timber resources, with the statistics suggesting a preference for proximity
to the small number of truly exceptional timber stands and visual interpretation suggesting larger
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quantities of dense timber in less occupied areas. However, both of these results must be read
with care, as the distinction by the cartographers between scattered and dense timber was
difficult to discern in many cases, encouraging their use in combination for statistical purposes,
and the identification of highly desirable timber for statistical interpretation was necessarily
somewhat arbitrary. With these caveats in mind, it does appear that village sites manifest a
preference for the best available timber, while the general timber quality was higher in areas
without recent villages. Unfortunately, the possible relationship with timber size suggested by
Griffin (1977) cannot be readily assessed using the Warren material, as this information was
recorded only sporadically. Visual analysis also suggests strongly that there was some
preference for proximity to river mouths, a pattern not evident in the statistics probably in part
because most rivers, for unclear reasons, were avoided. It may also be that even the two mile
catchments were too small to capture the river mouths which were not far away. That said, we
might also interpret these results to indicate that the apparent preference for proximity to river
mouths has less to do with the river mouths themselves and more to do with proximity to other
village sites or perhaps quality timber resources. This interpretation might offer an explanation
for the absence of sites near otherwise similar river mouth locations.
Based on these observations, it appears that the environmental record provided by the
Warren maps offers only limited insight into the relationship between vegetation patterns and
village site locations. Perhaps other environmental factors were at work which the Warren
material cannot document, such as the availability of bison and other game, and undoubtedly
there were also social and political aspects to these choices which are difficult to interpret. An
interesting perspective on these issues is offered by Martin and Szuter (2004), who argue that a
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pattern can be observed in historic records such that big game, in this case bison, were more
plentiful in “war zones,” or areas which could not be hunted as safely because of nearby hostile
groups, causing large amounts of game to congregate there. The authors cite an observation
made by Lewis and Clark to this effect in the vicinity of the White River in 1806, where the
Teton Sioux were evidently at war with unidentified neighbors and huge numbers of bison were
present. We might take this one step further and suggest that such concentrations of game would
encourage settlement near these contested borders, but that overhunting would remain difficult.
Thus, perhaps this was the case in some parts of the study area here, encouraging settlement.
Clearly such factors cannot explain these patterns entirely, and the Warren material offers no
insight on this possibility one way or the other, but it remains intriguing and may partially help
explain settlement patterns.
As another consideration, by 1700, when this analysis begins, Native American
populations had already fallen drastically as European diseases spread across the continent, and
continued to decline through this period. The historic record suggests numerous examples of
village abandonment following epidemic years, as survivors left the places where so many had
died (e.g. Gilman and Schneider 1987:4). Such abandonment episodes were clearly not resource
driven, and though new village locations would be partially chosen for resource availability they
might also avoid close proximity with the abandoned site even if resources there were perfect.
Relatedly, traditional lifeways had been radically altered by the introduction of the horse,
firearm, and other elements of material culture, and continued to change as these things became
more available and trading posts became increasingly important. This surely had two major
effects: to alter the “ideal” settlement location based on a different relationship with the
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landscape, desiring pasture for horses, for example, and to create new landscape features which
would largely attract but might repel people – trading houses, forts, and the like. Such factors
are very difficult to quantify.
Finally, it should be reemphasized that the data used here, both the environmental data
and village site locations, are highly imperfect. Any resources away from the river which might
have influenced site choice are necessarily unconsidered, and site location data do not include
the locations of winter camps because these more ephemeral sites are less known. If these winter
camps were located any great distance from the recorded villages, their relationship with
environmental resources might have been totally different. A similar analysis considering such
sites, were it possible, might reveal quite different patterns from those seen here.
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCLUSION
The 1855-1856 sketch maps produced by G. K. Warren and his assistants represent a truly
unique documentary record of the Missouri River. This analysis is the first systematic
comprehensive discussion of this map series, and has demonstrated that it provides valuable new
information about known and unknown historic sites which may guide future research in this
area. Though a number of cartographic sources provide information which predates the coverage
by the Warren expedition, including most importantly the records of the Lewis and Clark
expedition of 1804-1806 and the 1839 maps of J.N. Nicollet, the Warren maps are considerably
more accurate and more complete than these earlier sources. Furthermore, though later maps are
more accurate, the Warren maps often include information which later maps do not, as many of
the small pioneer river towns, Native villages, and other sites recorded were already gone before
later maps were made. The heavily modified nature of the modern Missouri also precludes any
possibility of recording many of these sites in the field.
In the southern portions of the map coverage, numerous small Euro-American river towns
were documented by the Warren expedition, many of which would survive only a few years
before vanishing to the meandering river. Documentation of many of these towns is relatively
poor, and the Warren maps offer a valuable glimpse of the distribution of these tiny pioneer
settlements. A number of these towns hold particular importance for the history of some EuroAmerican groups, such as the Mormons. Farther north, the Warren maps provide a unique view
of military activities of the time, particularly in their documentation of a number of the
“cantonment camps” which housed General Harney's forces during the winter of 1855. These
camps are otherwise known from the documentary record, but the Warren maps appear to be the
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only cartographic representation of them and thus our only knowledge of their specific locations.
The Warren party also recorded a substantial number of Native American camp sites,
many of which are not known from any other documentation or fieldwork. This information is
highly valuable for our understanding of Native American history in this period, and all the more
so because a fair number of these unknown sites are probably preserved archaeologically. In
many cases the depictions of previously known sites is also highly informative, providing fuller
detail about agricultural space at Like-a-Fishhook village in North Dakota, for example. The
maps also document the final days of the Missouri River fur trade, showing several one-time fur
posts which had been largely abandoned by 1856, and in some cases associated Native American
villages. Though many of these trading posts have been located archaeologically, others have
been unstudied or even unknown to this point.
Furthermore, the incredible level of detail with which the Warren expedition recorded
environmental information along the river makes the map series truly unique. Although the
analysis of the environmental data in portions of North and South Dakota relative to Native
American settlement choices proved relatively uninformative, more meaningful results might be
derived from a similar effort including a wider sample of archaeological sites or perhaps using a
different method of quantification. The environmental record the maps provide is nevertheless a
unique one which should prove valuable in other projects. In the Cheyenne River Reservation
Flora Restoration Project (Holst et al. 2011), for example, interest lies in recreating submerged
bottomland environments for their traditional importance and to reduce bank erosion, and the
Warren maps provide a valuable nineteenth century environmental baseline.
These maps are thus clearly important and valuable for a number of scholarly disciplines.
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They provide unique information valuable for research on the history, ethnohistory, and
archaeology of the Missouri River during this period through documentation of otherwise
unknown cultural features and new information about some previously known ones. This value
is enhanced by the lengthy and continuous coverage of the maps, such that they document any
specific locale of interest which a researcher might choose. Even more unique is the record these
maps provide of the 19th century environment along the river, showing in great detail not just the
river course but also plant communities, topographic relief, and even such natural features as
beaver dams and bison herds. In combination with the report produced by Warren's assistant,
Hutton, the expedition provides a truly unparalleled view of the historic river environment.
Conditions have changed so substantially in modern times that this historic documentation offers
one of the few practical methods for studying the historic environment. This makes these maps
invaluable for environmental reconstruction efforts and the study of historic environmental
conditions.
The most pressing future work suggested by this project is field checking of some of the
more unique previously unknown sites which have higher chances of preservation. If they
survive, some may have the potential to contain information about the lives of Native Americans
and United States settlers and soldiers in this tumultuous period. Additionally, it might also
prove valuable if the apparently lost sketch maps of the Yellowstone River could be relocated
and analyzed, as it is very possible that they contain details and notes which would expand our
knowledge of this relatively remote region.
This paper has demonstrated the historical value of this unique series of maps and gone
some way towards assessing what they show in a comprehensive way. Especially in a modern
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environment as heavily modified as the Missouri River, it is important that the fullest possible
use be made of historic sources like this one, as they offer information important to our
understanding of regional history and many sites, now destroyed or heavily damaged, can be
studied in no other way. Future work with these documents and with other similar resources is
clearly warranted.
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Appendix 1
Condition of Identified Cultural Features
Number Feature

Condition

1

Unmarked Buildings near Tarkio River

Likely destroyed – river meander

2

Possibly preserved

4

Story's Landing
Unmarked building; St. Stephens; Stephen Story's
House
Thomas and Lowell (and other buildings)

5

St. Deroin; 25NH51

Recorded archaeologically

6

Sonora

Possibly preserved

7

Bennett's Ferry; Minersville; Otoe City; 25OT11

Possibly preserved

8
9
10
11

Nebraska City
Wyoming
Unmarked buildings on King Hill
Unnamed town near Rock Bluff

Modern town
Very likely preserved
Likely destroyed – rock quarries
Likely preserved

12

Unmarked building; Rushville

Likely preserved

13

Bethlehem; Sharpsburg

Possibly preserved

14

Unmarked buildings; Plattsmouth

Modern town

15
16

La Platte
St. Mary

Likely destroyed – river meander
Destroyed – river meander

17

Bellevue

Modern town

18

Trader's Point; Point aux Poules

Likely destroyed – river meander

19

Unmarked Building at Long's Landing

Likely destroyed – river meander

20

Kanesville; Council Bluffs

Modern town

21
22
23
24
25

Council Bluffs and Nebraska Ferry
Omaha
Florence; Winter Quarters
Engineer's Cantonment; 25WN106
Old Fort Calhoun; Fort Atkinson; 25WN9

Destroyed – construction
Modern town
Modern town
Recorded archaeologically
Recorded archaeologically

26

De Soto; 25WN16

Recorded archaeologically

27
28

Steam Mill near Soldier River
Cabin near Round Lake

Likely preserved
Likely destroyed – river meander

29

Unmarked building; House of Diedrich Fees

Likely destroyed – river meander

3

Very likely preserved
Likely destroyed – river meander
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Number Feature
30

Condition
Recorded archaeologically

32

Houses at foot of bluff; Golden Springs; 25BT23
House and cultivated field; probably the house of
Theophile Bruguier
Unmarked buildings; Omadi

33

Dakota City

Modern town

34

Floyd's Grave

National Historic Landmark

35
36
37
38

Sioux City
Logan
Warren's Camp of November 8,9 1855
Native American Camp near Jefferson

Modern town
Destroyed – river meander
Possibly preserved
Likely preserved

39

Ponca

Modern town

40
41

Destroyed – river meander
Modern town

43

Old Fort Vermillion
Log houses; probably Burbank
Indian Camp (Yanktons); probably Struck by the
Ree's camp
Smutty Bear's Camp; Gavins Point Site; 39YK203

44

Ponca village

Likely preserved

45

burial ground

Perhaps recorded archaeologically

46

Ponca village

Likely preserved

47

Howe's Camp and log houses; Camp Canfield

Destroyed – river meander

48

Unlabeled buildings; Fort Randall; 39GR15

Recorded archaeologically

49

Old Fort Aux Cèdres and Starr's Camp

Destroyed – reservoir

50
51
52
53
54
55

Fort Lookout; Fort Kiowa; 39LM57
Lodges; Native American camp
Camp; Native American camp
Fort George
Herders
Unmarked buildings on Farm Island

Destroyed – reservoir
Likely preserved
Likely preserved
Recorded archaeologically
Destroyed – reservoir
Possibly preserved

56

Fort Pierre; Fort Pierre Chouteau; 39ST237

Recorded archaeologically

57

Galpin's Camp; Gilpin's Camp

Destroyed – reservoir

58
59

Unmarked buildings; trading post
Remarkable rock; Medicine Rock

Destroyed – reservoir
Moved from original site

60

Old Dirt Village; Moreau River Village; 39DW1

Recorded archaeologically

31

42

Very likely preserved
Destroyed – river meander

Destroyed – construction
Recorded archaeologically
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61

Old Ree Village; Nordvold I; 39CO31

Recorded archaeologically

62
63

Very likely preserved
Historic component unrecorded

65
66
67

Two Bears' Camp
Lodges; probably Jones Village; 39CA3
Little Soldier's Village; probably Vanderbilt Village;
39CA1
Indian camps
Old trading houses
Old Mandan villages; Huff Indian Village; 32MO11

68

Fort Clark; Mih-tutta-hang-kusch; 32ME2

Recorded archaeologically

69

Mandan village; Deapolis; Mitutahank; 32ME5

Destroyed – construction

70

Old Village; Knife River Villages

Recorded archaeologically

71

Perhaps recorded archaeologically

73

Old Gros Ventres Graves
Fort Berthold and Gros Ventres Village; Like-aFishhook; 32ML2
Cabins; Fort Maneury

74
75
76
77

Drying Scaffold
Fort William; Fort Mortimer
Fort Union; 32WI17
Cabins; Fort Stewart

Destroyed – reservoir
Destroyed – later historic site
Recorded archaeologically
Very likely preserved

78

Braseau's Houses; Brazeau House

Likely destroyed – river meander

79

Forts erected by the Crows or Blackfeet

Unknown

64

72

Historic component unrecorded
Unknown
Destroyed – reservoir
Recorded archaeologically

Destroyed – reservoir
Destroyed – reservoir

